
 
INVESTIGATION NOTES 
 
 
 
Trillions of dollars of stock trades and direct payola bribes were exchanged using the White
House as a broker and the United States Department of Energy as a stock market
manipulation platform. Politicians turned the government into a cheap garage sale of
cronyism! 
 
 
This case affects who runs the United States Government and who profits from government
decisions, a matter of many trillions of dollars. 
 
 
The following folders provide evidence of the corruption in categories. The illicit acts
described therein all involve the same perpetrators.  
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The United States Department Of Energy, Since November 2008,
has been almost entirely used as a scam crony payola slush-fund
to pay off political campaign financiers of White House insiders.
 
In addition, the Dept of Energy is used as a gate-keeper to



sabotage and stall the competitors to those political campaign
financiers of White House insiders. It is political racketeering
operating in plain sight! The cover-ups by the IG, AJ and DOJ are
ENDLESS! 
 
WHAT WE WILL PROVE BEFORE THE JURY: 
 
At a high level: Trillions of dollars of stock trades and direct payola bribes were exchanged using
the White House as a broker and government agencies as a stock market manipulation platform.
Politicians turned the government into a cheap garage sale of cronyism! This kind of crime illicitly
and illegally manipulates the power over who runs the United States Government and who profits
from government decisions which are a matter of many trillions of dollars. The act and veracity of
this crime enterprise will be proven to the Jury.
 
Based on that assertion it will then be proven that: 
 
1.) Plaintiff exposed and reported the crime to proper authorities through proper channels. 
 
2.) Some of those authorities used government resources to operate reprisal attacks against
Plaintiff, using government resources to operate the attacks, as revenge for reporting the crimes. 
 
3.) The state-sponsored attacks were supported by the political campaign financiers of the
government authorities in order to protect their payola conduits and stock market manipulations. 
 
4.) Over 40 harms, each to be detailed and examined in Court, were documented against Plaintiff
by the actions of corrupt government authorities. 
 
5.) In a vast number of previous lawsuits, including one won by Plaintiff and his peers, it was
proven that government offices infected with corruption regularly attack and harm citizens in
reprisal. 
 
6.) The government, having been caught in these illicit actions, must now pay Plaintiff for his
losses, damages, harms, back-pay fees and other compensation. 
 
Plaintiff founded and owned a United States government-financed electric vehicle manufacturing
company. His technology and metrics surpassed every: A.) price metric, B.) safety metric, C.)
driving range metric, D.) national security metric, E.) debt Ratio metric, F.) non-bribery assertion
metric, G.) 100% domestic worker hiring proof and EVERY other issue, which burdened Tesla and
Fisker. Plaintiff worked as an employee and contractor for the USA. Tesla And Fisker were financed
by the family and investors of Presidents Obama and Biden, as proven by Congressional
investigators and email leaks. Government officials ordered attacks on Plaintiff, de-funding and
reprisal because Plaintiff reported corruption at the White House, Department of Energy, and
other government offices, and because Plaintiff's technology could obsolete the technologies that
government officials were illicitly receiving bribes from via insider trading. The attacks and harms
against Plaintiff used government resources paid for by taxpayers. 
 



There are hundreds of millions of people in America. The same 120 of them are all involved in
operating the same crimes and corruption including: the Sony Pictures corruption; the
Afghanistan rare earth mine scandals operated through The Energy Department political slush
fund that involves the lithium battery cover-ups (headed by Elon Musk); the Big Tech Brotopia
rape, sex trafficking, bribery, exclusionism, racism and misogyny issues they were taught at
Stanford University; The Facebook - Meta - Google - Alphabet - Netflix, et al, coordinated news
manipulation and domestic spying that they engage in; the hiring of Fusion GPS - Black Cube -
Gizmodo/Gawker assassins; the destruction of the housing market by their mass real estate
manipulations; patent theft and industrial espionage; and the bribery of almost every politician all
the way up to the Oval Office. 
 
So, while the categories covered in this investigation may seem diverse. They are connected
through an enterprise of criminality and illicit, coordinated operations. We list, by name, the 120
most complicit individuals organizing these crimes, in the evidence documents already submitted
to the FBI, FINCEN, DOJ, FTC, SEC, FEC, Congress, InterPol and other authorities. Digital financial
tracking of those persons and all of their family members should be assumed to have been under
way for some time. Wire-taps and device taps of those persons and all of their family members
should be assumed to have been under way for some time. 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  
 
That’s right! Your public officials use federal agencies as dark-money laundering operations for
their friends. 
 
If you are a taxpayer: You suffered damages! 
 
If you are an American business: You suffered damages! 
 
If you are Democracy: You were broken! 
 
If you were a tech mobster: You made out like a bandit! 
 
This is how it worked. 
 
No public official wants these crimes to end because most of those officials profit from these
crimes! 
 
Forget about any allegiance you might have to one political party over another. This is not about
parties, this is about racketeering crimes! 
 
The Solyndra taxpayer, technology, financial and political disasters that began during the corrupt
reign of Steven Chu and Jennifer Granholm at the Department of Energy typified the overt,
organized crime, corruption and crony malfeasance of the public funds. 
 
This trend was created via the back-door deals between 1.) the U.S. Department of Energy and
audacious kick-back schemes created by 2.) Silicon Valley campaign financiers and the 3.) White



House. This is the story of the racketeering schemes and scams that set out to steal trillions of
dollars of taxpayer cash, in plain sight, under the cover of a national “economic” or “health”
emergency “stimulus” scam. 
 
 
 
 
 
A.) AFGHANISTAN_RARE_EARTH_CORRUPTION 
 
Lithium ion batteries: Cause wars, rape and genocide in the Congo, Afghanistan and Bolivia from
the corrupt mining deals involved with mining lithium and cobalt; are insider trading-owned by ex-
CIA boss Woolsey and DOE Boss Chu; excrete chemicals that mutate fetuses when they burn;
destroy your brain, lungs and nervous system when they burn; kill the factory workers who make
them; cause Panasonic to be one of the most corrupt companies in the world; poison the Earth
when disposed of; can’t be extinguished by firemen; poison firemen when they burn; are based on
criminally corrupt mining schemes like URANIUM ONE; Have over 61 toxic chemicals in them;
come from an industry that spends billions on internet shills and trolls used to nay say all other
forms of energy; are insider-trading owned by corrupt U.S. Senators who are running a SAFETY
COVER-UP about their dangers. Apple products with lithium ion batteries have been exploding
and setting people on fire; over time the chemical dendrites inside each battery grow worse and
increase the chances of explosion as they age – 
 
LITHIUM ION BATTERIES BECOME MORE AND MORE LIKELY TO EXPLODE AS TIME GOES ON AND
AS THEY AGE; “Bad Guys” have figured out how to make them explode remotely; have their
dangers hidden by CNN and MSM because pretty much only the DNC people profit from them; are
the heart of Elon Musk’s stock market scam. The Obama Administration promised Silicon Valley
oligarchs the market monopoly on lithium ion batteries and the sabotage of fuel cells in exchange
for campaign financing and search engine rigging; United States Senators that are supposed to
protect us from these deadly products own the stock market assets of them so they protect them
and stop the FDA, OSHA, DOT & NHTSA from outlawing them. 
 
WRITE YOUR ELECTED REPRESENTATIVE AND DEMAND THAT LITHIUM ION BATTERIES BE MADE
ILLEGAL TO SELL! NiCAD and Hundreds of other battery chemistries DO NOT have all of these
problems but Lithium Ion batteries get a monopoly because of politician insider trading
ownerships. A recent fire on U.S. Highway 101 near Mountain View, CA, burned the driver alive
and killed him. In Florida two kids died in a Tesla, burned alive, screaming in agony. A man died in
agony in a Tesla crash in Malibu that set Malibu Canyon on fire. 
 
A young woman, at the start of life, and her boyfriend were burned alive in their crashed Tesla.
There are many more deaths and crashes than you have heard about. The deaths and the cover-
ups are endless. Senators Dianne Feinstein, Harry Reid, Nancy Pelosi, Kamala Harris and their
associates own the stock in Tesla Motors and/or it’s suppliers and mining companies and they
cover-up and halt investigations and laws designed to save the public. They, and their crony’s,
spend over $1B a year to shill and troll hype about lithium ion batteries and cover-up the dangers. 
 
Lithium ion EVs are more prone to battery fires. Experts say that their lithium-ion batteries can
fuel hotter fires that release toxic fumes and are more difficult to put out. Lithium ion fires keep



reigniting which explains why it takes so long and requires copious amounts of water or foam (it is
an electric fire, after all) to smother the flames. 
 
Tesla employee Bernard Tse and his team warned Elon Musk about these dangers in 2008 and
they got fired and/or warned to “say nothing” by Musk. Three top Tesla engineers died in a plane
crash next to Tesla offices in San Carlos after two of them agreed to become whistle-blowers.Elon
Musk exists because he bribed DNC politicians and Senators Feinstein, Reid, Boxer, Harris, Clinton
and Pelosi to give him free taxpayer cash and government resources from the Dept. of Energy and
the Calif treasury. 
 
DOE has been covering-up organized crime activities at DOE in which DOE funds are being used
as a slush-fund to pay off DNC campaign financiers and to pay for CIA/GPS Fusion-Class attacks on
Silicon Valley business competitors of those DNC campaign financiers who DOE staff share stock
market holdings with. Elon Musk is a criminal, a mobster, an asshole, a bald fake-hair wearing,
plastic surgery-addicted, douchebag, woman-abusing, sex addicted, tax evader. 
 
Musk exploits poor people and child slaves in the Congo and Afghanistan to mine his lithium and
Cobalt. Musk spends billions per year to hire Russian trolls, fake blogger fan-boys and buy fake
news self-aggrandizement articles about himself. Musk thinks he is the ‘Jesus’ of Silicon Valley.
Fake News manipulator Google is run by Larry Page and Larry is Musk’s investor and bromance
butt buddy. 
 
Musk uses massive numbers of shell companies and trust funds to self-deal, evade the law and
hide his bribes and stock market insider trading. A huge number of Tesla drivers have been killed;
pedestrians and oncoming drivers have also been killed, and Musk covers it up. The DNC and the
MSM refuse to allow any articles about Musk’s crimes to be printed because they benefit from
Musk’s crimes. 
 
Musk has been professionally diagnosed as a ‘psychotic narcissist.’A ‘Silicon Valley Mafia; cartel of
frat boy sociopath venture capitalists like Steve Jurvetson, Tim Draper, Eric Schmidt, et al; threaten
those who do not support the cult of Tesla or their political candidates. In EVERY blog that you
read that mentions ‘Musk’, at least 1/3 of the comments have been placed their by Musk’s paid
shills. 
 
Musk holds the record for getting sued for fraud by his investors, wives, former partners,
employees, suppliers and co-founders. Elon Musk has gone out of his way to hire hundreds of ex-
CIA staff and assign them to “dirty tricks teams” to attack his competitors and elected officials who
Musk hates. 
 
Musk never founded his companies. Musk’s “Starlink” satellites are domestic spy and political
manipulation tools – never get your internet from one. Musk stole Tesla in a hostile ownership
take-over from Marty the true inventor of the Tesla. 
 
The same kind of EMF radiation proven to cause cancer from cell phones exists in massive
amounts in a Tesla. Musk can’t fix a car or build a rocket and has almost no mechanical skills. If
you pull a report of every VIN# of every Tesla ever built and cross reference that with insurance,
repair and lawsuit records you will find that the “per volume” fire, crash, death and defect rate is
THE WORST of any car maker in history! 



 
Musk is a lying con artist and partners with Goldman Sachs to rig the stock market. Sachs has a
dedicated team of 18 men who rig stocks and valuation bumps for Musk. Over 1000 witnesses can
prove every one of those claims in any live televised Congressional hearing! Senators Dianne
Feinstein, Harry Reid, Nancy Pelosi, Kamala Harris and their associates own the stock in Tesla
Motors and/or it’s suppliers and mining companies. 
 
That is why they criminally help cover-up investigations of Tesla! All of this was reported, in
writing, to James Comey, Patricia Rich and David Johnson at the FBI. The DNC bosses own the
stock in lithium, Solar and EV markets and use kickbacks from those markets (Especially via
convoluted campaign finance laundering via Elon Musk) to finance the DNC. The DNC bosses use
character assassination as their main political tool against any member of the public who speaks
out against their felony stock market scams and PizzaGate-like scandals. 
 
The Harvey Weinstein reports by Ronan Farrow show that they have teams of hired goons that
they pay to destroy people’s lives. They use Black Cube, Mossad, In-Q-Tel, Stratfor, Gawker Media,
Gizmodo Media, Media Matters, David Brock, Sid Blumenthal, NY Times, Google servers, Facebook
servers, Podesta Group, Perkins Coie, Covington & Burling and a host of “assassins”. 
 
It should be a felony to hire character assassins in the USA. DEMAND A LAW and DEMAND the
termination of these attack services. IE: Gawker and Gizmodo Media sets-up the attack stories
and, in paid partnership with Google, Google kicks their attack links around the globe, in front of 8
Billion people, forever. Google locks the attack articles of its enemies on the front top search
results of Google search results forever, on purpose! 
 
That is why Google is being terminated in the largest, most well resourced anti-corruption public
service take-down in history! Tesla and Musk are protected by shareholders Harris, Pelosi,
Feinstein, Brown and Newsom. Panasonic (indicted for bribery and Musk’s partner) spends billions
of dollars annually cover-up lithium battery fires and battery defects.
 
There are hundreds of millions of people in America. The same 120 of them are all involved in
operating the same crimes and corruption including: the Sony Pictures corruption; the
Afghanistan rare earth mine scandals operated through The Energy Department political slush
fund that involves the lithium battery cover-ups (headed by Elon Musk); the Big Tech Brotopia
rape, sex trafficking, bribery, exclusionism, racism and misogyny issues they were taught at
Stanford University; The Facebook – Meta – Google – Alphabet – Netflix, et al, coordinated news
manipulation and domestic spying that they engage in; the hiring of Fusion GPS – Black Cube –
Gizmodo/Gawker assassins; the destruction of the housing market by their mass real estate
manipulations; patent theft and industrial espionage; and the bribery of almost every politician all
the way up to the Oval Office. 
 
So, while the categories covered in this investigation may seem diverse. They are connected
through an enterprise of criminality and illicit, coordinated operations. We list, by name, the 120
most complicit individuals organizing these crimes, in the evidence documents already submitted
to the FBI, FINCEN, DOJ, FTC, SEC, FEC, Congress, InterPol and other authorities. Digital financial
tracking of those persons and all of their family members should be assumed to have been under
way for some time. Wire-taps and device taps of those persons and all of their family members
should be assumed to have been under way for some time. 



 
 
 
 
 
B.) CASE_DIAGRAMS 
 
Graphic outlines of the crimes and corruption. Please share with your friends and peers. 
 
 
 
 
C. DEPT_OF_ENERGY_CRONY_SLUSH_FUNDS 
 
Trillions of dollars of stock trades and direct payola bribes were exchanged using the White House
as a broker and the United States Department of Energy as a stock market manipulation platform. 
 
That’s right! Your public officials use federal agencies as dark-money laundering operations for
their friends. 
If you are a taxpayer: You suffered damages! 
If you are an American business: You suffered damages! 
If you are Democracy: You were broken! 
If you were a tech mobster: You made out like a bandit! 
 
This is how it worked. 
 
No public official wants these crimes to end because most of those officials profit from these
crimes! 
 
Forget about any allegiance you might have to one political party over another. This is not about
parties, this is about racketeering crimes! 
 
The Solyndra taxpayer, technology, financial and political disasters that began during the corrupt
reign of Steven Chu and Jennifer Granholm at the Department of Energy typified the overt,
organized crime, corruption and crony malfeasance of the public funds. 
 
This trend was created via the back-door deals between 1.) the U.S. Department of Energy and
audacious kick-back schemes created by 2.) Silicon Valley campaign financiers and the 3.) White
House. This is the story of the racketeering schemes and scams that set out to steal trillions of
dollars of taxpayer cash, in plain sight, under the cover of a national “economic” or “health”
emergency “stimulus” scam. 
 
There are hundreds of millions of people in America. The same 120 of them are all involved in
operating the same crimes and corruption including: the Sony Pictures corruption; the
Afghanistan rare earth mine scandals operated through The Energy Department political slush
fund that involves the lithium battery cover-ups (headed by Elon Musk); the Big Tech Brotopia
rape, sex trafficking, bribery, exclusionism, racism and misogyny issues they were taught at
Stanford University; The Facebook – Meta – Google – Alphabet – Netflix, et al, coordinated news



manipulation and domestic spying that they engage in; the hiring of Fusion GPS – Black Cube –
Gizmodo/Gawker assassins; the destruction of the housing market by their mass real estate
manipulations; patent theft and industrial espionage; and the bribery of almost every politician all
the way up to the Oval Office. 
 
So, while the categories covered in this investigation may seem diverse. They are connected
through an enterprise of criminality and illicit, coordinated operations. We list, by name, the 120
most complicit individuals organizing these crimes, in the evidence documents already submitted
to the FBI, FINCEN, DOJ, FTC, SEC, FEC, Congress, InterPol and other authorities. Digital financial
tracking of those persons and all of their family members should be assumed to have been under
way for some time. Wire-taps and device taps of those persons and all of their family members
should be assumed to have been under way for some time. 
 
 
 
 
 
D.) FACEBOOK_META_CORRUPTION 
 
 
 
Regarding Facebook AKA META, the issues, that the public and the news media have complained
about include: producing child suicides, racism, misogyny, child mental health threats, domestic
spying, data harvesting, sex trafficking, election manipulation, tax evasion, Fusion GPS/Media
Matters/ Black Cube hit jobs on competitors, censorship, contrived market monopolization,
intellectual property theft, political bribery and many other social crimes! 
 
An unusually large number of their staff have been arrested for, or charged with, sex crimes,
including under-age trafficking. 
 
This entity is one of the largest operators of bribes to public officials. Some of those bribes include
billions of dollars of, non-FEC reported, search engine rigging for the political campaigns of the
very politicians who are supposed to regulate them. 
 
Facebook-Meta engaged in the bribery of public officials. 
 
Facebook-Meta is a front for actions and planning in the Obama and Biden White House. 
 
Facebook-Meta is part of a criminal Big Tech Cartel. 
 
Facebook-Meta is an illicit monopoly that violates anti-trust laws. 
 
Facebook-Meta operates a digital news and information “protection racket”. 
 
Facebook-Meta attacks competitors who cannot defend themselves. 
 
Facebook-Meta uses public officials to blockade competitors. 
 



Facebook-Meta manipulates the stock market illegally and unethically. 
 
Facebook-Meta operates like a private, unregulated, government. 
 
Facebook-Meta abuses CIA, NSA and DIA resources for unjust gains. 
 
Facebook-Meta uses Stazi-like mind and ideology manipulation tricks on it’s site to try to get you
to agree with Mark Zuckerbergs ideologies. 
 
Facebook-Meta investors and investment bankers conspire in a Mafia-like manner. 
 
Facebook-Meta steals patents and technology from others and refuses to pay for it. 
 
Facebook-Meta’s Sandberg pretends to be the goddess of women’s rights yet she is screwing the
CEO of Activision, the biggest female sexual abusing company in America. 
 
Facebook-Meta’s stock is owned by almost all of the California politicians and their families and
that is why Facebook-Meta is never regulated and always protected by them for their political and
profiteering manipulations. 
 
Facebook-Meta is Pro Israel and anti-Arab and anti-Muslim. 
 
Facebook-Meta’s runs tens of millions of dollars of defamation attacks against competitors. 
 
Facebook-Meta hides all media and news coverage for competitors of Larry Page and Elon Musk. 
 
Facebook-Meta lies to the public about what they really do with the public’s data. 
 
Facebook-Meta receives millions of dollars of payments from government spy agencies each
month. 
 
Facebook-Meta promotes illegal immigration in order to get cheap labor and control votes. 
 
Facebook-Meta runs VC funding back-lists against start-ups that are competitive. 
 
Facebook-Meta bribes thousands of politicians in order to steer policy to their advantage. 
 
Facebook-Meta is a criminal RICO-violating monopoly. 
 
Facebook-Meta rigs the stock market with Flash-boy, Pump/Dump and Microblast SEC violating
computer tricks. 
 
Facebook-Meta pays bribes to politicians in Facebook-Meta stock. 
 
Facebook-Meta manipulates who gets to see what web-sites, globally, for competitor black-lists. 
 
Facebook-Meta has a “no poaching” Silicon Valley jobs blacklist. 
 



Facebook-Meta bosses sexually abuse women and young boys. 
 
Facebook-Meta bosses run sex trafficking operations in the Epstein and NXVIUM cults. 
 
Facebook-Meta bosses control the NVCA financing cartel over start-ups. 
 
Facebook-Meta scheme to take over the VR and AR markets is based on spying on the public with
VR sensors and cameras. 
 
Facebook-Meta controls national elections for anti-competitive purposes. 
 
Facebook-Meta’s law firms are corrupt conduits for payola and political conduit-relays. 
 
David Plouffe and the Zuckerberg’s were recording in meetings planning a take-over of the United
States Government. 
 
Facebook-Meta bribes some politicians with revolving door jobs. 
 
Facebook-Meta is primarily responsible for destroying the Bay Area Housing opportunities. 
 
Facebook-Meta runs DDoS attacks on competitors by massively crawling their sites. 
 
Facebook-Meta has paid covert bribes, PAC funds, real estate and search rigging payola to every
California Senator. 
 
Facebook-Meta has paid bribes, through its lobby fronts, to halt FBI, SEC, FEC and FTC
investigations of Facebook-Meta crimes. 
 
Facebook-Meta gets millions of dollars of taxpayer cash for spying on Americans inside the USA. 
 
Nancy Pelosi and Dianne Feinstein have promised to “protect” Facebook-Meta because their
families profit off Facebook-Meta stocks. 
 
Facebook-Meta VC’s and bosses have spent $30M+ rigging the U.S. Patent Office to protect
Facebook-Meta and harm Facebook-Meta competitors. 
 
Facebook-Meta bribed it’s lawyer into position on the board of the U.S. Patent office in order to
have him protect Facebook-Meta. 
 
Facebook-Meta rarely likes, or hires, black employees per federal and news media investigations. 
 
Facebook-Meta hired most of the Washington, DC K Street lobby firms and told them to “do what
ever they could” to control public policy for Zuckerberg. The film: “Miss Sloane” depicts only 2% of
the illicit lobbying tactics Facebook-Meta employs daily. 
 
There are hundreds of millions of people in America. The same 120 of them are all involved in
operating the same crimes and corruption including: the Sony Pictures corruption; the
Afghanistan rare earth mine scandals operated through The Energy Department political slush



fund that involves the lithium battery cover-ups (headed by Elon Musk); the Big Tech Brotopia
rape, sex trafficking, bribery, exclusionism, racism and misogyny issues they were taught at
Stanford University; The Facebook – Meta – Google – Alphabet – Netflix, et al, coordinated news
manipulation and domestic spying that they engage in; the hiring of Fusion GPS – Black Cube –
Gizmodo/Gawker assassins; the destruction of the housing market by their mass real estate
manipulations; patent theft and industrial espionage; and the bribery of almost every politician all
the way up to the Oval Office. 
 
So, while the categories covered in this investigation may seem diverse. They are connected
through an enterprise of criminality and illicit, coordinated operations. We list, by name, the 120
most complicit individuals organizing these crimes, in the evidence documents already submitted
to the FBI, FINCEN, DOJ, FTC, SEC, FEC, Congress, InterPol and other authorities. Digital financial
tracking of those persons and all of their family members should be assumed to have been under
way for some time. Wire-taps and device taps of those persons and all of their family members
should be assumed to have been under way for some time. 
 
Twitter, Splunk, Google, Facebook, Netflix, YouTube and the Silicon Valley internet Cartel serve you
custom manipulated content by automatically creating a covert digital dossier on you reflecting
the content consumption preferences they have spied on about you. They continually evolve their
dossier on you in order to steer you towards their ideology and their Democrat political party. At
these companies, “data mining”, “machine learning” and “AI” means computerized propaganda
processing for certain political entities. They began hiring off-shore people ( because they would
work so cheap) but most of those people turned out to be Muslim. This created conflicts with the
entire southern part of the United States (which is anti-Muslim) because those workers steered
content to pro-Muslim positions. 
 
Their spy dossier on you uses abstract content-specific features of the consumed content, such as
categories, topic models, and entities, which they automatically extract using natural language
processing by comparing every word you use to a giant computer library of what those words
might mean about your psychology. So it’s like you are getting “mind-raped” without any penis
use. Their assessment of what your words might mean is based on what rich, white male,
$200K/year, DNC-promoting programmers think they might mean. Their computers scale and
expand their tools with algorithmic software created by those politically and socially biased frat
white boys that wrote the code. It is all biased as hell. They never hire blacks or women in system
creation roles so everything these companies do only supports rich white soyboy snowflake type
gamer thinking. 
 
Because their Silicon Valley VC’s told them to spy on billions of people, even for these web giants,
it is impractical to store the entire dynamic history of a user’s interaction features. They, thus, out
of greed, use algorithms that selectively decay information in order to generalize users and
populations. To them, you are just a generalized data point, like cattle on a ranch, to be harvested
and fed upon by Silicon Valley. 
 
 
 
 
 
E.) GOOGLE_ALPHABET_CORRUPTION 



 
Regarding Google – Alphabet – Youtube and their Cartel, the issues, that the public and the news
media have complained about include: producing child suicides, racism, misogyny, child mental
health threats, domestic spying, data harvesting, sex trafficking, election manipulation, tax
evasion, Fusion GPS/Media Matters/ Black Cube hit jobs on competitors, censorship, contrived
market monopolization, intellectual property theft, political bribery and many other social crimes! 
 
An unusually large number of their staff have been arrested for, or charged with, sex crimes,
including under-age trafficking. 
 
They seem to be an organized crime entity protected by the politicians that they pay bribes to. 
 
This entity is one of the largest operators of bribes to public officials. Some of those bribes include
billions of dollars of, non-FEC reported, search engine rigging for the political campaigns of the
very politicians who are supposed to regulate them. 
 
“Google is a sick corrupt criminal business run by sex trafficking perverts and sociopaths…” Say
GOOGLE’S own inside employees, Divorce Court records of Google executives, 70+ State & Federal
investigations and major news outlets. 
 
 
– Google spies on competitors and steals their technology 
– Google – Alphabet – YouTube stock is owned by almost all of the California politicians and their
families and that is why Google – Alphabet – YouTube is never regulated and always protected by
them for their political and profiteering manipulations 
– Google runs tens of millions of dollars of defamation attacks against competitors 
– Google hides all media and news coverage for competitors of Larry Page’s boyfriend: Elon Musk 
– Google lies to the public about what they really do with the public’s data 
– Google promotes illegal immigration in order to get cheap labor and control votes 
– Google runs VC funding back-lists against start-ups that are competitive 
– Google bribes thousands of politicians 
– Google is a criminal RICO-violating monopoly 
– Google rigs the stock market with Flash-boy, Pump/Dump and Microblast SEC violating
computer tricks 
– Google pays bribes to politicians in Google and YouTube stock 
– Google manipulates who gets to see what web-sites, globally, for competitor black-lists
– Google has a “no poaching” Silicon Valley jobs blacklist 
– Google bosses sexually abuse women and young boys 
– Google bosses run sex trafficking operations in the Epstein and NXVIUM cults 
– Google bosses control the NVCA financing cartel over start-ups 
– Google has placed the majority of the corporate staff in at least one White House 
– Google controls national elections for anti-competitive purposes 
– The company “Polyhop“, in the HOUSE OF CARDS tv show, does all the crimes that Google
actually does in reality 
– Google’s law firms, like Wilson Sonsini, are corrupt conduits for payola and political conduit-
relays 
– Google bribes some politicians with revolving door jobs 
– Google is primarily responsible for destroying the Bay Area Housing opportunities 



– Google runs DDoS attacks on competitors by massively crawling their sites 
– Google boss Andy Rubin runs a sex slave farm according to his own family 
– Google boss Eric Schmidt was a philandering sex-penthouse owner according to vast news
articles 
– Google executives hire so many hookers that one of them, Mr. Hayes, was killed by his hooker 
– Google executives sexually abuse so many women that the women staff of Google walked out
one day 
– In the 2009 White House, you could not swing a cat without hitting a Google insider 
– Google has paid covert bribes, PAC funds, real estate and search rigging payola to every CA
Senator 
– Google has paid bribes, through its lobby fronts, to halt FBI, SEC, FEC and FTC investigations of
Google crimes 
– Google was funded by the CIA, via In-Q-Tel, a so called “501 c3 charity” which was caught with
tons of cocaine 
– Google gets millions of dollars of taxpayer cash for spying on Americans inside the USA 
– Google’s map service was a spy system paid for by taxpayers money that Google now profits off
of 
– Nancy Pelosi and Dianne Feinstein have promised to “protect” Google because their families
profit off Google stocks 
– Payment receipts prove that Google and Gawker/Gizmodo exchanged cash and staff for
Character Assassination attacks 
– Google VC’s and bosses have spent $30M+ rigging the U.S. Patent Office to protect Google and
harm Google competitors 
– Google bribed it’s lawyer into position as head of the U.S. Patent office in order to have her
protect Google 
– To rig insider stock trades, Google hides negative Tesla stories and pumps positive Tesla stories
on “push days” 
– Google and Elon Musk Co-own, co-invest and co-market stocks covertly while running anti-trust
schemes 
– Google rarely likes, or hires, black employees per federal and news media investigations 
– Google hired most of the Washington, DC K Street lobby firms and told them to “do what ever
they could” 
– The film: “Miss Sloane” depicts only 2% of the illicit lobbying tactics Google employs daily 
– Demands for an FTC and FBI raid of Google, for criminal activity, securities law and election
felonies have been filed 
– Google’s David Drummond had his Woodside, CA Quail Road house bugged revealing sex and
financial misdeeds 
– Google, and it’s Cartel (Alphabet, Youtube, and hundreds of other shell-company facades) are a
criminal organization engaged in felony-class crimes. Google’s bosses bribe politicians, regulators
and law enforcement officials to hold off prosecution. 
 
At Google: Kent Walker, Andy Rubin, Larry Page, Eric Schmidt, Sergy Brin, Jared Cohen, Yasmin
Green, David Drummond and Ian Fette are so enmeshed in sex scandals, election manipulation,
and White House bribes that it is hard to comprehend how they can get any legitimate work done. 
 
There are hundreds of millions of people in America. The same 120 of them are all involved in
operating the same crimes and corruption including: the Sony Pictures corruption; the
Afghanistan rare earth mine scandals operated through The Energy Department political slush

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt4540710/


fund that involves the lithium battery cover-ups (headed by Elon Musk); the Big Tech Brotopia
rape, sex trafficking, bribery, exclusionism, racism and misogyny issues they were taught at
Stanford University; The Facebook – Meta – Google – Alphabet – Netflix, et al, coordinated news
manipulation and domestic spying that they engage in; the hiring of Fusion GPS – Black Cube –
Gizmodo/Gawker assassins; the destruction of the housing market by their mass real estate
manipulations; patent theft and industrial espionage; and the bribery of almost every politician all
the way up to the Oval Office. 
 
So, while the categories covered in this investigation may seem diverse. They are connected
through an enterprise of criminality and illicit, coordinated operations. We list, by name, the 120
most complicit individuals organizing these crimes, in the evidence documents already submitted
to the FBI, FINCEN, DOJ, FTC, SEC, FEC, Congress, InterPol and other authorities. Digital financial
tracking of those persons and all of their family members should be assumed to have been under
way for some time. Wire-taps and device taps of those persons and all of their family members
should be assumed to have been under way for some time. 
 
Twitter, Splunk, Google, Facebook, Netflix, YouTube and the Silicon Valley internet Cartel serve you
custom manipulated content by automatically creating a covert digital dossier on you reflecting
the content consumption preferences they have spied on about you. They continually evolve their
dossier on you in order to steer you towards their ideology and their Democrat political party. At
these companies, “data mining”, “machine learning” and “AI” means computerized propaganda
processing for certain political entities. They began hiring off-shore people ( because they would
work so cheap ) but most of those people turned out to be Muslim. This created conflicts with the
entire southern part of the United States (which is anti-Muslim) because those workers steered
content to pro-Muslim positions. 
 
Their spy dossier on you uses abstract content-specific features of the consumed content, such as
categories, topic models, and entities, which they automatically extract using natural language
processing by comparing every word you use to a giant computer library of what those words
might mean about your psychology. So it’s like you are getting “mind-raped” without any penis
use. Their assessment of what your words might mean is based on what rich, white male,
$200K/year, DNC-promoting programmers think they might mean. Their computers scale and
expand their tools with algorithmic software created by those politically and socially biased frat
white boys that wrote the code. It is all biased as hell. They never hire blacks or women in system
creation roles so everything these companies do only supports rich white soyboy snowflake type
gamer thinking. 
 
Because their Silicon Valley VC’s told them to spy on billions of people, even for these web giants,
it is impractical to store the entire dynamic history of a user’s interaction features. They, thus, out
of greed, use algorithms that selectively decay information in order to generalize users and
populations. To them, you are just a generalized data point, like cattle on a ranch, to be harvested
and fed upon by Silicon Valley. 
 
 
 
 
 
F.) MASS_MEDIA_MANIPULATION 



 
News outlets in our country exhibit the widespread “criminality” and “defamation tactics” of a
mostly corrupt news media landscape. The Gawker/Gizmodo/Jalopnik tabloid empire is nothing
more than an organized info-crime operation backed up by offshore money-laundering through
Russia and the Ukraine. 
 
Despite widespread recognition of their deceptive conduct, fools still read these trash
publications. 
 
There are massive conflicts of interest related to many news media outlets’ conglomerate-
ownership as well and industry figures’ financial and familial links to companies, interests, and
people they ostensibly report on. 
 
‘Fake news’ isn’t the proper term. It’s the ‘propaganda arm of the Silicon Valley Socialist oligarchs’
In most cases. 
 
It’s no different than the Chinese Communist Party [and] the propaganda they put out. It’s no
different than what the Soviet Union did with the old Pravda media, and, quite frankly, it’s no
different than how Putin controls the media today, where 95 percent of his media in Russia is
propaganda for the Putin regime. It’s the same thing here with The Washington Post, NY Times,
CNN, Hearst publications and all of the media owned by Hollywood and Silicon Valley. 
 
Partisan news media should be treated as such. News media outlets such as the CNN, the New
York Times, and the Washington Post regularly describe themselves as “politically objective and
non-partisan.” In reality they are a propaganda machine for sick Silicon Valley oligarchs. 
 
The information institutions are corrupt. For example, Elon Musk is one of the most corrupt men
in the world yet the socialist propaganda news media won’t cover any of his crimes and
corruptions in their publications because he pays political bribes to keep his dark side hidden in
their media. 
 
The public should not hurt legitimate news media outlets by engaging with and speaking to
corrupt propaganda operations. One should only speak with genuine news media and not reward
unethical companies with their time. 
 
The following diagrams show what various independent researchers have discovered: 
 
 
 
The Manipulation Techniques Of Silicon Valley Media Outlets 
 
A common tool Google, Facebook and Twitter use to exert control over their victims. 
 
We all use manipulation at some point in our lives, whether it be telling a little white lie to get out of a situation, or using flattery to

get what we want. For some people, however, using manipulation is a way of life, and their first weapon in an arsenal of

techniques to overpower their victims. 
 
Who is at risk from the Silicon Valley media predators? 



 
Predators use a range of manipulation techniques in order to control their victims, but they often target certain types of

personalities. This is because they want to be able to easily manipulate a person, and particular vulnerabilities in a person lend

themselves to manipulation. You are more likely to become a victim of a media predator if you have low self-esteem, are naïve,

easy to please, lack an assertive native and have no confidence in yourself. 
 
Here are 20 of the most common manipulation techniques:  
 
1. Lying 
 
Predators are constantly lying about practically everything in their life. They do this to wrong-foot their victim and
confuse them. Lying is one of the manipulation techniques psychopaths typically use because they have no qualms
about it. 
 
2. Not telling the whole story 
 
This is different to lying as a predator will often keep a key part of the story to themselves in order to put their
victim at a disadvantage. 
 
3. Frequent mood swings 
 
Never knowing what mood your partner is going to be in when you get home, whether they’ll be happy or angry is
a very useful tool to the predator. It keeps their victim off balance and makes them more malleable. 
 
4. Love-bombing and devaluation 
 
Narcissists typically use love bombing as a manipulation tactic, they will go on a charm offensive and get you
hooked into thinking this is the best relationship ever, then they’ll drop you like a ton of bricks without
explanation. 
 
5. Punishment 
 
This can include anything from constant nagging, shouting, the silent treatment, physical violence and mental
abuse. 
 
6. Denial 
 
Often the simplest way a predator will manipulate a person is by denying the thing they are accused of ever
happening. 
 
7. Spinning the truth 
 
How many times have politicians twisted the facts to suit themselves? This spinning of the truth is often used to
disguise bad behaviour by predators such as sociopaths. 
 
8. Minimising
 
Where a predator will try and play down their actions as not important or damaging and shift the blame onto the
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victim for overreacting. 
 
9. Plays the victim 
 
The manipulator will themselves take on the role of victim in order to gain sympathy and compassion from those
around them. We as humans are naturally drawn to helping people when they are suffering. 
 
10. Targets the victim 
 
When a manipulator accuses the victim of wrongdoing, they are making the victim defend themselves whilst the
predator is able to mask their own manipulation techniques. The focus is on the victim, not the accuser. 
 
11. Positive reinforcement 
 
This includes buying expensive presents, praising them, giving money, constantly apologizing for their behaviour,
excessive charm and paying lots of attention. 
 
12. Moves the goal posts 
 
You might think you know where you stand with a person, but if they are constantly moving the goal posts in order
to confuse you, then it’s likely you’re dealing with a predator. 
 
13. Diversion 
 
Diverting the conversation away from the perpetrator’s act and moving the conversation onto a different topic is a
typical way predators manipulate their victims. 
 
14. Sarcasm 
 
A predator will often be sarcastic about their victim in front of others. They do this to lower the self-esteem of the
victim and to show others how powerful they are. 
 
15. Guilt tripping 
 
Someone who manipulates will often guilt trip their victim by saying that they don’t care about them, or that they
are selfish or their life is easy. It all helps to keep that person confused and anxious. 
 
16. Flattery 
 
Using charm, praise or flattering the victim is one way of gaining that person’s trust. The victim is naturally happy
to receive such compliments but in doing do lowers their guard. 
 
17. Playing the innocent card 
 
A true manipulator will feign utmost shock and confusion at being accused of any wrongdoing. Their surprise is so
convincing that the victim may question their own judgement. 
 
18. Over the top aggression 

https://www.learning-mind.com/sarcastic-people-intelligent/


 
Manipulators often use rage and aggression to shock their victim into submission. The anger is also a tool to shut
down any further conversation on the topic as the victim is scared but focused now on controlling the anger, not
the original topic. 
 
19. Isolation 
 
It is far easier to keep a person under control if they are isolated from family members and friends who could shed
some light and truth on the situation. 
 
20. Feigns love and empathy 
 
News Predators such as psychopaths and sociopaths do not know how to love someone other than themselves, and
cannot feel empathy, but they can pretend to in order to inveigle others into their lives. 
 
If you watch out for the above manipulation techniques, you can keep yourself out of a media predator’s clutches. 
 
 
There are hundreds of millions of people in America. The same 120 of them are all involved in
operating the same crimes and corruption including: the Sony Pictures corruption; the
Afghanistan rare earth mine scandals operated through The Energy Department political slush
fund that involves the lithium battery cover-ups (headed by Elon Musk); the Big Tech Brotopia
rape, sex trafficking, bribery, exclusionism, racism and misogyny issues they were taught at
Stanford University; The Facebook – Meta – Google – Alphabet – Netflix, et al, coordinated news
manipulation and domestic spying that they engage in; the hiring of Fusion GPS – Black Cube –
Gizmodo/Gawker assassins; the destruction of the housing market by their mass real estate
manipulations; patent theft and industrial espionage; and the bribery of almost every politician all
the way up to the Oval Office. 
 
So, while the categories covered in this investigation may seem diverse. They are connected
through an enterprise of criminality and illicit, coordinated operations. We list, by name, the 120
most complicit individuals organizing these crimes, in the evidence documents already submitted
to the FBI, FINCEN, DOJ, FTC, SEC, FEC, Congress, InterPol and other authorities. Digital financial
tracking of those persons and all of their family members should be assumed to have been under
way for some time. Wire-taps and device taps of those persons and all of their family members
should be assumed to have been under way for some time. 
 
Twitter, Splunk, Google, Facebook, Netflix, YouTube and the Silicon Valley internet Cartel serve you
custom manipulated content by automatically creating a covert digital dossier on you reflecting
the content consumption preferences they have spied on about you. They continually evolve their
dossier on you in order to steer you towards their ideology and their Democrat political party. At
these companies, “data mining”, “machine learning” and “AI” means computerized propaganda
processing for certain political entities. They began hiring off-shore people ( because they would
work so cheap )  but most of those people turned out to be Muslim. This created conflicts with the
entire southern part of the United States (which is anti-Muslim) because those workers steered
content to pro-Muslim positions. 
 
Their spy dossier on you uses abstract content-specific features of the consumed content, such as
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categories, topic models, and entities, which they automatically extract using natural language
processing by comparing every word you use to a giant computer library of what those words
might mean about your psychology. So it’s like you are getting “mind-raped” without any penis
use. Their assessment of what your words might mean is based on what rich, white male,
$200K/year, DNC-promoting programmers think they might mean. Their computers scale and
expand their tools with algorithmic software created by those politically and socially biased frat
white boys that wrote the code. It is all biased as hell. They never hire blacks or women in system
creation roles so everything these companies do only supports rich white soyboy snowflake type
gamer thinking. 
 
Because their Silicon Valley VC’s told them to spy on billions of people, even for these web giants,
it is impractical to store the entire dynamic history of a user’s interaction features. They, thus, out
of greed, use algorithms that selectively decay information in order to generalize users and
populations. To them, you are just a generalized data point, like cattle on a ranch, to be harvested
and fed upon by Silicon Valley. 
 
 
 
 
 
G.) NETFLIX_NEGLIGENCE 
 
By Susan Deen 
 
Let’s face it, Netflix sucks. Netflix spies on you and sends your psychological profile, location and
interests off to spies, political parties, marketing services, Google, The Silicon Valley mafia, the IRS,
the DEA.. pretty much anybody can see what you are dong on Netflix. 
 
NETFLIX is not a movie service. NETFLIX IS AN ULTRA-WOKE, ANTIFA PROPAGANDA OPERATION
THAT SEEKS TO PROMOTE EXTEMIST POLITICAL AND SEXUAL SOCIAL CONCEPTS!
 
If you like to get pandered to and treated like one of the data cattle on the privacy harvesting
ranch then Netflix is your Pimp! 
 
Netlix pretty much works for Obama and his political gang and pushes woke mass media
manipulation and gay sex social programming at you as a result. If you are a guy, Netflix really,
really, really wants you to cut your penis off and call yourself a girl! 
 
Whats worse is that with so many studios refusing to license content to Netflix now, streaming
services such as Disney plus, Peacock and many more are on the rise. Netflix sucks. Somehow,
Netflix subscribers are left feeling like there’s nothing to watch on a platform that force feeds an
over abundance of content from Indian and Mexican movies to it’s viewers. 
 
Every Netflix subscriber claims there’s nothing above “B-list” movies being served to them on a
thirteen dollar per month silver platter (and sixteen for 4k) Not to mention how unfavorable the
label “Netflix originals” have become when slapped on a movie or show: “Netflix originals” is
building a negative rep on par with Nickelback and Adam Sandler’s series of Happy Madison
productions movies. 



 
Everyone knows that Netflix is bad now and getting worse every day. Netflix makes young adults
feel the same way the price of extra guac at Chipotle does… and that is the: “I don’t agree with
this, but please take my money”, feeling. They know they’ve got your money because it’s too hard
to say no each month because Millennials are so stupid and sheep-like. 
 
Did we mention the increase of the monthly price? Netflix sucks. Netflix only hires Burning Man
type extreme hair-dyed hipsters who have an ANTIFA-type attitude, especially if they are from Asia
and will work like dogs for McDonald’s type pay and conditions. People who use Amazon Prime
and then go back to Netflix can really see how much Netflix sucks. They would rather set their
genitals on fire than stay with Netflix. 
 
Netflix will make you love crippled, fat, black transgendered lesbians. You will get so many of
them you won’t be able to stand it. 
 
A while back Netflix destroyed its own rating system. What we mean by that is… they literally
deleted it. Now, at the start of each movie we’re forced to either check rotten tomatoes or risk the
next 25 minutes to figure out if a show or movie is worthy of our time and attention. Netflix
removed their rating system in order to hide the fact that everyone thinks their movies are
absolute shit! 
 
Netflix stole most of it’s streaming media technology from small inventors that it never paid. If any
inventor tries to sue Netflix, Netflix just sends millions of dollars of lawyers after them so that the
inventors can never get paid. It is best just to put Netflix out of business. 
 
Netflix spent zillions of dollars making new content but the content they made turned to be the
worst shit ever created. When Obama and his buddies make media to try to program you into
being “woke”, it ends beng heartless propaganda. Seriously, Netflix spent more money making
shittier content han anyone in history. It’s as if Netflix was just funneling money back to Biden and
Obama. Speaking of funneling money, the FBI’s Peter D. Cair has been busting Netflix executives
who steal big money through the Netflix stock market system. 
 
If you use Netflix you enter a “Netflix pit” you fell into and can’t get out of… 
 
There are hundreds of millions of people in America. The same 120 of them are all involved in
operating the same crimes and corruption including: the Sony Pictures corruption; the
Afghanistan rare earth mine scandals operated through The Energy Department political slush
fund that involves the lithium battery cover-ups (headed by Elon Musk); the Big Tech Brotopia
rape, sex trafficking, bribery, exclusionism, racism and misogyny issues they were taught at
Stanford University; The Facebook – Meta – Google – Alphabet – Netflix, et al, coordinated news
manipulation and domestic spying that they engage in; the hiring of Fusion GPS – Black Cube –
Gizmodo/Gawker assassins; the destruction of the housing market by their mass real estate
manipulations; patent theft and industrial espionage; and the bribery of almost every politician all
the way up to the Oval Office. 
 
So, while the categories covered in this investigation may seem diverse. They are connected
through an enterprise of criminality and illicit, coordinated operations. We list, by name, the 120
most complicit individuals organizing these crimes, in the evidence documents already submitted



to the FBI, FINCEN, DOJ, FTC, SEC, FEC, Congress, InterPol and other authorities. Digital financial
tracking of those persons and all of their family members should be assumed to have been under
way for some time. Wire-taps and device taps of those persons and all of their family members
should be assumed to have been under way for some time. 
 
Twitter, Splunk, Google, Facebook, Netflix, YouTube and the Silicon Valley internet Cartel serve you
custom manipulated content by automatically creating a covert digital dossier on you reflecting
the content consumption preferences they have spied on about you. They continually evolve their
dossier on you in order to steer you towards their ideology and their Democrat political party. At
these companies, “data mining”, “machine learning” and “AI” means computerized propaganda
processing for certain political entities. They began hiring off-shore people ( because they would
work so cheap) but most of those people turned out to be Muslim. This created conflicts with the
entire southern part of the United States (which is anti-Muslim) because those workers steered
content to pro-Muslim positions. 
 
Their spy dossier on you uses abstract content-specific features of the consumed content, such as
categories, topic models, and entities, which they automatically extract using natural language
processing by comparing every word you use to a giant computer library of what those words
might mean about your psychology. So it’s like you are getting “mind-raped” without any penis
use. Their assessment of what your words might mean is based on what rich, white male,
$200K/year, DNC-promoting programmers think they might mean. Their computers scale and
expand their tools with algorithmic software created by those politically and socially biased frat
white boys that wrote the code. It is all biased as hell. They never hire blacks or women in system
creation roles so everything these companies do only supports rich white soyboy snowflake type
gamer thinking. 
 
Because their Silicon Valley VC’s told them to spy on billions of people, even for these web giants,
it is impractical to store the entire dynamic history of a user’s interaction features. They, thus, out
of greed, use algorithms that selectively decay information in order to generalize users and
populations. To them, you are just a generalized data point, like cattle on a ranch, to be harvested
and fed upon by Silicon Valley. 
 
 
 
 
 
H.) PATENT_THEFT 
 
LARRY PAGE AND GOOGLE BASE THEIR BUSINESS MODEL ON STEALING YOUR TECHNOLOGY 
 
– How Larry Page’s Obsessions Became Google’s Business 
– Boyfriend Elon Musk Conspires With Page 
– Page Caught Skulking Around Tech Parties To Steal Ideas 
 
By CONOR DOUGHERTY 
 
SEE HOW YOUTUBE, NETFLIX, FACEBOOK, GOOGLE, AMAZON AND THE SAND HILL ROAD VC’S
STEAL YOUR STUFF UNDER THE GUISE OF “TAKING A LOOK UNDER THE HOOD” 

https://www.nytimes.com/by/conor-dougherty


 
Draper Fisher, Kleiner, Andressen, Sony Ventures, et al.. need to go to prison for running a mob-
like, RICO-violating, intellectual property theft mill… 
 
The contact start-ups, ask them to come in and pitch, reject them, then send their business plans
to Google, Netflix, Sony and Facebook (WHO THEY FINANCE) and tell them: “…HERE COPY THIS, JUST
CHANGE THE NAMES OF THINGS..” The Sand Hill Road VC’s are mobsters and scumbag theives! Tom
Perkins, James Bronkema and many other of their members ratted them out in recorded
statements! 
 
“…We discovered that the patent lawyers that were supposed to be helping us… That we paid to provide
our income; were covertly our competitors and were working as shills, for our enemies. Our patent
lawyers were; either, financed by, friends, with, sleeping with, dating the staff of, holding stock market
assets in, promised a revolving door job or government service contracts from, partying with, personal
friends with, photographed at private events with, exchanging emails with, business associates of or
directed by; our business adversaries, or the Senators and politicians that those business adversaries
pay campaign finances to, or supply political digital search manipulation services to. Criminal U.S.
Senators coordinated and profited in these schemes. Their own family members and ex-staff have now
supplied evidence against them…” 
 
http://www.usinventor.org 
 
When you spend your life on something, only to find that it was being sabotaged by those you
depended on, call us: http://www.usinventor.org 
 
There are hundreds of millions of people in America. The same 120 of them are all involved in
operating the same crimes and corruption including: the Sony Pictures corruption; the
Afghanistan rare earth mine scandals operated through The Energy Department political slush
fund that involves the lithium battery cover-ups (headed by Elon Musk); the Big Tech Brotopia
rape, sex trafficking, bribery, exclusionism, racism and misogyny issues they were taught at
Stanford University; The Facebook – Meta – Google – Alphabet – Netflix, et al, coordinated news
manipulation and domestic spying that they engage in; the hiring of Fusion GPS – Black Cube –
Gizmodo/Gawker assassins; the destruction of the housing market by their mass real estate
manipulations; patent theft and industrial espionage; and the bribery of almost every politician all
the way up to the Oval Office. 
 
So, while the categories covered in this investigation may seem diverse. They are connected
through an enterprise of criminality and illicit, coordinated operations. We list, by name, the 120
most complicit individuals organizing these crimes, in the evidence documents already submitted
to the FBI, FINCEN, DOJ, FTC, SEC, FEC, Congress, InterPol and other authorities. Digital financial
tracking of those persons and all of their family members should be assumed to have been under
way for some time. Wire-taps and device taps of those persons and all of their family members
should be assumed to have been under way for some time. 
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I.) REPAIRING_SILICON_VALLEY 
 
The Silicon Valley tech Cartel (AKA: “Paypal Mafia”, “Deep State”) is evil because these racist, ageist,
sex-trafficking, money-laundering, elitist, politician bribing, tax evaders: steal any technology they
desire; They manufactured the CLEANTECH CRASH as shown in the 60 MINUTES episode of the
same name; they run a prostitution ring and sexually extort young women and interns in Silicon
Valley; they are ‘rape culture’ take-what-they-want misogynists, ageists and racists as their history
of abuses has proven; their Palo Alto Cartel operates AngelGate-type collusion and stock market
insider trading schemes that harm independent business and the public; their Cartel ran the “no
poaching” CEO ring which was class-action sued by DOJ and tech workers; 90% of their divorce
court files reveal horrific abuses and sex trafficking; They have an army of lobbyists that pay cash,
stock market and revolving door bribes to U.S. Senators; They can even evade FBI & SEC
investigations; They hire women to act as ‘trophy wives’ and ‘beards’; they have lobbyists rig the
U.S. Patent Office in order to block inventor patent rights because they are using stolen
technologies; they have been caught on video and recordings beating, kicking and harming
women hundreds of times. 
 
They have bought up all of the Tier-One tech law firms and order them to black-list, and never
help, those who seek equal tech rights; they collude to abuse your privacy and make databases on
the public for political control; they have to cheat to compete because they are only good with
spread sheets instead of innovation; They run black-lists, character assassination attacks, collusion
and other anti-trust violating acts in violation of RICO laws. Silicon Valley has become the largest
assemblage of douche-bags and yuppie frat boy criminals in human history. Theranos is not the
exception, it is the standard. Tesla, Google, Theranos, Wework, Facebook are lies backed by
famous political insiders to protect their insider trading and covered-up by fake news operators.
They are also fronts to fund political campaigns via the ill-gotten profits from their
endeavors.When the bad guys, and their lap-dog politicians, attack you because your products are
better than theirs they are proving that they are frat boy scumbags, from Stanford and Yale, that
operate in a little pack, like dogs! Their Sandhill Road operation should be raided by the FBI! The
best thing that could come from the COVID pandemic is that they all are forced into bankruptcy!
When your Senator holds stock market shares in companies that exist to profit on the backs of
consumers, via corruption, then it is impossible for that Senator to ever do anything but be
corrupt! We have reported this in writing to winklerm@sec.gov, sanfrancisco@sec.gov and 30+
other federal officers but have yet to see our whistle-blower rewards…or any action! Do you
wonder how big politician insider stock trading is? 
 
Take a look at how many TRILLIONS of dollars pass through the stock markets annually and then
look at the reported, AND UNREPORTED, securities holdings of famous U.S. Senators and
government agency staff. That is what Seth Rich and the people in the “In Memory Of” section,
below, were disclosing. These are massive crimes! The perpetrators operate a massive and
abusive national sex cult. 
 
The perverts in the SandHill Road Venture Capital offices, located between Highway 280 down to
to Santa Cruz Avenue on Sand Hill Road in Menlo Park, California, are the main perpetrators of
this global cartel. Their executives at Google, Facebook, Netflix, Linkedin, Twitter, and their related
holdings, comprise the rest. The Harvey Weinstein and Ed Buck sex scandals are well known. 
 



These men’s sex cult actions have been widely covered in the news individually in the Joe Lonsdale
rape case, The Kleiner Perkins Ellen Pao sex abuse lawsuit, The Eric Schmidt sex penthouse
stories, The Jeffrey Epstein case, The Google Forrest Hayes hooker murder case, The Andy Rubin
sex slave case, The Sergy Brin 3-way sex romp scandal, The British Hydrant investigation, The Elon
Musk Steve Jurvetson billionaire sex parties scandals,The NXIVM sexual slave cases, The Michael
Goguen anal sex slave trial, The Tom Perkins Hooker Parties and thousands of other cases and
federal divorce court filings. 
 
This group of people have proven themselves, over and over, to be sociopath control freaks not fit
for participation in public commerce, public policy or media control. The Four Seasons Hotel and
Rosewood Hotels in Silicon Valley are estimated to engage in over $30,000.00 of high-end escort
sex trafficking per day, a portion of it managed by Eastern Bloc Mafia operators. The Elon Musk
sex perversions are the tip of the iceberg. At least 10 Ukrainian escorts fly in and out of SFO and
SJO airports every week for these Cartel members. Google boss David Drummond engaged in
horrible philandering sexual violations of his wife yet Google covers up every story about it on the
web. Google’s Eric Schmidt is under massive investigation. You hear about the female victims of
this sex cult but you rarely hear about the young male victims. One of their vast numbers of
prostitutes is quoted as saying that the girls and boys are paid “not just for sex but for the
oligarch’s endless need to feel that they can control anyone for any reason…”. Multiple attorney
general’s controlled by their cartel, ie: Eric Schneiderman and Eliot Spitzer, are involved this these
sex rings. These are the main influencers of a national political party and they are all involved in
horrific sex perversions and abuses! 
 
All Silicon Valley tech cartel media companies work together to censor all news and information in
order to hide coverage of their dirty deeds and to only put politicians in office that will give the
Cartel political payola, kick-backs and insider stock pumps. 
 
The Smedley Butler “Business Plot” from the past is not unlike the coup that Google and clan tried.
See details in Emily Chang’s book: BROTOPIA; Roan Farrow’s book: CATCH & KILL; Edward
Snowden’s Book: PERMANENT RECORD; Peter Schwetzer’s book: THROW THEM ALL OUT; Dave
Eggers book: THE CIRCLE; Franklin Foer’s book: WORLD WITHOUT MIND; Corey Pein’s book:
JOURNEY INTO THE SAVAGE HEART OF SILICON VALLEY; Dan Lyon’s book: DISRUPTED; Antonio
Martinez book: CHAOS MONKEYS. The Angelgate, Epstein, No-Poaching DOJ Class Action, and
hundreds of other cases, prove that they meet, conspire, collude and blacklist in felony violation of
anti-trust and RICO Racketeering laws. – 90% of these guys came from the same date-rape
fraternity houses involved in the recent college rape cases. 
 
There are hundreds of millions of people in America. The same 120 of them are all involved in
operating the same crimes and corruption including: the Sony Pictures corruption; the
Afghanistan rare earth mine scandals operated through The Energy Department political slush
fund that involves the lithium battery cover-ups (headed by Elon Musk); the Big Tech Brotopia
rape, sex trafficking, bribery, exclusionism, racism and misogyny issues they were taught at
Stanford University; The Facebook – Meta – Google – Alphabet – Netflix, et al, coordinated news
manipulation and domestic spying that they engage in; the hiring of Fusion GPS – Black Cube –
Gizmodo/Gawker assassins; the destruction of the housing market by their mass real estate
manipulations; patent theft and industrial espionage; and the bribery of almost every politician all
the way up to the Oval Office. 
 



So, while the categories covered in this investigation may seem diverse. They are connected
through an enterprise of criminality and illicit, coordinated operations. We list, by name, the 120
most complicit individuals organizing these crimes, in the evidence documents already submitted
to the FBI, FINCEN, DOJ, FTC, SEC, FEC, Congress, InterPol and other authorities. Digital financial
tracking of those persons and all of their family members should be assumed to have been under
way for some time. Wire-taps and device taps of those persons and all of their family members
should be assumed to have been under way for some time. 
 
Twitter, Splunk, Google, Facebook, Netflix, YouTube and the Silicon Valley internet Cartel serve you
custom manipulated content by automatically creating a covert digital dossier on you reflecting
the content consumption preferences they have spied on about you. They continually evolve their
dossier on you in order to steer you towards their ideology and their Democrat political party. At
these companies, “data mining”, “machine learning” and “AI” means computerized propaganda
processing for certain political entities. They began hiring off-shore people (because they would
work so cheap) but most of those people turned out to be Muslim. This created conflicts with the
entire southern part of the United States (which is anti-Muslim) because those workers steered
content to pro-Muslim positions. 
 
Their spy dossier on you uses abstract content-specific features of the consumed content, such as
categories, topic models, and entities, which they automatically extract using natural language
processing by comparing every word you use to a giant computer library of what those words
might mean about your psychology. So it’s like you are getting “mind-raped” without any penis
use. Their assessment of what your words might mean is based on what rich, white male,
$200K/year, DNC-promoting programmers think they might mean. Their computers scale and
expand their tools with algorithmic software created by those politically and socially biased frat
white boys that wrote the code. It is all biased as hell. They never hire blacks or women in system
creation roles so everything these companies do only supports rich white soyboy snowflake type
gamer thinking. 
 
Because their Silicon Valley VC’s told them to spy on billions of people, even for these web giants,
it is impractical to store the entire dynamic history of a user’s interaction features. They, thus, out
of greed, use algorithms that selectively decay information in order to generalize users and
populations. To them, you are just a generalized data point, like cattle on a ranch, to be harvested
and fed upon by Silicon Valley. 
 
 
 
J.) SICKO_TECH_FRATBOYS 
 
In California, elite arrogant asshole dynasties send their kids to Stanford University. Stanford puts
the kids in asshole frat houses to train them to get away with rape and run monopolies. 
 
When they graduate they either go up the hill to Sandhill Road and start a venture capital clone
operation or they get their frat friends on Sandhill Road to racketeer-fund their start-up or political
campaign using money scammed from your parents pension funds. They only work with their frat
buddies and insiders in a tribal ‘old boys club’ manner. 
 
They steal all the technology and markets they want because they control all of the tech lawyers



and politicians via bribes and revolving doors. 
 
Most of the money in Stanford University bank accounts is from Foreign and Hollywood oligarchs
delivered as bribes meant to get their snot-nosed brats into Stanford. Stanford bosses keep all of
this covered-up and covertly fund political campaigns to grease the wheels of political corruption. 
 
They then sexually extort some Standford interns in Rosewood Hotel rooms, get the most ‘trophy
wife’ ones pregnant, and start the cycle all over again. Alas, Stanford is the training ground for
abuse, corruption and ‘Bro-Crime”. 
 
The issues, that the public and the news media have complained about include: producing child
suicides, racism, misogyny, child mental health threats, domestic spying, data harvesting, sex
trafficking, election manipulation, tax evasion, Fusion GPS/Media Matters/ Black Cube hit jobs on
competitors, censorship, contrived market monopolization, intellectual property theft, political
bribery and many other social crimes! An unusually large number of their staff have been arrested
for, or charged with, sex crimes, including under-age trafficking. 
 
The Silicon Valley Tech Cartel is one of the largest operators of bribes to public officials. Some of
those bribes include billions of dollars of, non-FEC reported, search engine rigging for the political
campaigns of the very politicians who are supposed to regulate them. 
 
There are hundreds of millions of people in America. The same 120 of them are all involved in
operating the same crimes and corruption including: the Sony Pictures corruption; the
Afghanistan rare earth mine scandals operated through The Energy Department political slush
fund that involves the lithium battery cover-ups (headed by Elon Musk); the Big Tech Brotopia
rape, sex trafficking, bribery, exclusionism, racism and misogyny issues they were taught at
Stanford University; The Facebook – Meta – Google – Alphabet – Netflix, et al, coordinated news
manipulation and domestic spying that they engage in; the hiring of Fusion GPS – Black Cube –
Gizmodo/Gawker assassins; the destruction of the housing market by their mass real estate
manipulations; patent theft and industrial espionage; and the bribery of almost every politician all
the way up to the Oval Office. 
 
So, while the categories covered in this investigation may seem diverse. They are connected
through an enterprise of criminality and illicit, coordinated operations. We list, by name, the 120
most complicit individuals organizing these crimes, in the evidence documents already submitted
to the FBI, FINCEN, DOJ, FTC, SEC, FEC, Congress, InterPol and other authorities. Digital financial
tracking of those persons and all of their family members should be assumed to have been under
way for some time. Wire-taps and device taps of those persons and all of their family members
should be assumed to have been under way for some time. 
 
 
 
 
 
K.) SONY_PICTURES_CORRUPTION 
 
Sony’s Dirty Hollywood And Game Shananigens. 
 



The hacks and leaks at Sony Pictures Entertainment have exposed the dark side of Hollywood. The
new information reveals an insider vision of a company racked with sexism, office politics, high-
school-level personality quibbles and a severe mine-is-bigger-than-yours territoriality culture. 
 
A number of lawsuits against Sony, from Lady GaGa to Sony’s own employees, have revealed even
more. 
 
An aspect of the revelations involves where Sony gets it’s ideas from. A number of revelations
reveal that Sony seems to have established a process of “borrowing” technology and story ideas
while “forgetting” to properly attribute or pay the sources. 
 
Some of the ‘dirt’ exposed included: 
 
– Sony finances Democrat Presidents in exchange for media ‘favored nations’ status over
competitors. 
– Sony and Google coordinate political manipulation campaigns together. 
– Sony executives trade female entry-level staff like cattle at a ‘ranch’. 
– Sony executives hire an insane amount of hookers, rent-boys and under-age sex providers. 
– Sony executives bribe their kids into colleges. 
– The good-old-white-jewish-boy club is alive and well at Sony. 
– ZERO DARK THIRTY was a political PR hype movie commissioned by the Obama Camapign using
government resources 
– Sony steals patents from anybody it wants 
– Sony stole it’s VR technology 
– Sony stole its web video technology, especially SONY VUE 
– Sex deviancy is the rule at Sony 
– Sony is a bunch of high-school whine babies who think their shit doesn’t stink 
– Ira Rubenstein, Sony’s Marketing Head, put his name on Sony’s patents, as the “inventor”, even
though his own emails admit that “he does not even know how to work a computer” 
– Sony’s web video patents, that were sold to AT&T/Direct TV, admit that Sony copied their patent
ideas from TSBN in San Francisco 
– Sony spends millions and millions of dollars on political bribes 
 
The kids at Sony seem to have been very naughty children. They let their IT system go to pot, and
got hacked, and outed, as “racist”, “misogynist”, “campaign rigging”, “high school tantrum
throwing” kinds of people, per their own emails. Hollywood Reporter, The Verge, Wikileaks, and a
variety of tabloids and pundits, have delighted in dissecting the fraternity house, inside antics, of
Sony Pictures. 
 
Sony says that the hackers “DELETED” Sony’s files. THEY DID NOT. The Russians, Koreans, NSA, DOJ
and a number of reports have ALL of Sony’s files and emails! 
 
Their boss got fired. They got ridiculed for turning “Zero Dark Thirty” into a, slightly fabricated,
political vote-churn tool. Other execs got kicked to the curb. All of their financial, contracting,
political cash layout, and tax dynamics were placed under investigation, and even more sketchy
bits are shaking loose… 
 
Sony announced that it sold just 2 million PlayStation 5 units last quarter (Q4), bringing its overall

https://www.sony.com/en/SonyInfo/IR/library/presen/er/pdf/21q4_sonypre.pdf
https://www.sony.com/en/SonyInfo/IR/library/presen/er/pdf/21q4_supplement.pdf


total to 19.3 million. That’s down considerably from the same quarter last year when it sold 3.3
million units. The company did manage to boost game sales, though, with 70.5 million PS4/PS5
titles sold compared to 61.4 million a year ago, including 14.5 million first party games compared
to 7.9 million in Q3. 
 
Overall, its Game & Network Services (GSN) division earned 665 billion yen ($5.1 billion) this
quarter, up slightly over last year. Sales for the full 2021 year were flat, up just 2 percent over 2020,
and profits also changed little. 
 
Those numbers mean that the PS5 is falling even further behind the PS4 in sales, having now sold
3.1 million fewer units than the PS4 at the same point in time. Sony warned that this was coming,
blaming the lack of sales not on customer demand but its inability to build enough units due to
the ongoing chip shortage. 
 
There are hundreds of millions of people in America. The same 120 of them are all involved in
operating the same crimes and corruption including: the Sony Pictures corruption; the
Afghanistan rare earth mine scandals operated through The Energy Department political slush
fund that involves the lithium battery cover-ups (headed by Elon Musk); the Big Tech Brotopia
rape, sex trafficking, bribery, exclusionism, racism and misogyny issues they were taught at
Stanford University; The Facebook – Meta – Google – Alphabet – Netflix, et al, coordinated news
manipulation and domestic spying that they engage in; the hiring of Fusion GPS – Black Cube –
Gizmodo/Gawker assassins; the destruction of the housing market by their mass real estate
manipulations; patent theft and industrial espionage; and the bribery of almost every politician all
the way up to the Oval Office. 
 
So, while the categories covered in this investigation may seem diverse. They are connected
through an enterprise of criminality and illicit, coordinated operations. We list, by name, the 120
most complicit individuals organizing these crimes, in the evidence documents already submitted
to the FBI, FINCEN, DOJ, FTC, SEC, FEC, Congress, InterPol and other authorities. Digital financial
tracking of those persons and all of their family members should be assumed to have been under
way for some time. Wire-taps and device taps of those persons and all of their family members
should be assumed to have been under way for some time. 
 
Twitter, Splunk, Google, Facebook, Sony Interactive, Netflix, YouTube and the Silicon Valley internet
Cartel serve you custom manipulated content by automatically creating a covert digital dossier on
you reflecting the content consumption preferences they have spied on about you. They
continually evolve their dossier on you in order to steer you towards their ideology and their
Democrat political party. At these companies, “data mining”, “machine learning” and “AI” means
computerized propaganda processing for certain political entities. They began hiring off-shore
people (because they would work so cheap) but most of those people turned out to be Muslim.
This created conflicts with the entire southern part of the United States (which is anti-Muslim)
because those workers steered content to pro-Muslim positions. 
 
Their spy dossier on you uses abstract content-specific features of the consumed content, such as
categories, topic models, and entities, which they automatically extract using natural language
processing by comparing every word you use to a giant computer library of what those words
might mean about your psychology. So it’s like you are getting “mind-raped” without any penis
use. Their assessment of what your words might mean is based on what rich, white male,

https://www.engadget.com/sony-ps5-forecast-down-chip-shortages-085523096.html


$200K/year, DNC-promoting programmers think they might mean. Their computers scale and
expand their tools with algorithmic software created by those politically and socially biased frat
white boys that wrote the code. It is all biased as hell. They never hire blacks or women in system
creation roles so everything these companies do only supports rich white soyboy snowflake type
gamer thinking. 
 
Because their Silicon Valley VC’s told them to spy on billions of people, even for these web giants,
it is impractical to store the entire dynamic history of a user’s interaction features. They, thus, out
of greed, use algorithms that selectively decay information in order to generalize users and
populations. To them, you are just a generalized data point, like cattle on a ranch, to be harvested
and fed upon by Silicon Valley. 
 
 
 
L.) STANFORD_UNIVERSITY_INVESTIGATIONS 
 
Stanford University builds corporate criminals, sex traffickers, sociopaths and elitist
narcissists. It trains naive children to grow up to become adult stains on society! 
 
In California, elite arrogant asshole dynasties send their kids to Stanford University. Stanford puts
the kids in asshole frat houses to train them to get away with rape and run monopolies. 
 
The problems at Stanford University include: 

Rape cover-ups by frats from rich families
Epic racism
Inter-Staff sex scandals that make the whole campus look like A Caligula party
Dynastic families control the whole campus
Arab, Iranian and Chinese oligarchs pay bribes to get their kids in
The CIA is always recruiting everyone
The Russian, Iranian and Chinese spy agencies have placed a huge number of spies on the
campus as ‘pretend students’ and pretend teachers
Elitism is rampant
The Silicon Valley venture capitalists, up the hill on Sand Hill Road, get all their interns from
Stanford and they date rape the hot ones with Ruffies, Scopalomine, and other amnesia
drugs. The interns wake up with sore butts and can’t remember why.
To afford the fees, the girl students work as hookers at the Rosewood Hotel.
The entire school is funded by bribery.
Arrogance is the attitude of choice at Stanford.
99% of the guys that went to Stanford execute 99% of the corporate corruption crimes in the
world.
Girls at Stanford, that can’t afford tuition, become Match.com hookers. Everyone in the bay
area knows that if a Match.com profile has the words: “STUDENT” and “GENEROUS” anywhere
in the text, that the girls are offering sex-for-tuition. Send your hot daughter to Stanford and
turn them into hookers. Match.com even has sex agents, on campus, that get a commission
for getting girls to join Match,com.
Rape is OK at Stanford as long as your daddy is rich or owns part of the Middle East. The
Stanford deans and regents say: “Boys Will Be Boys”.



Stanford provides buses that transport the sorority girls to the frat houses to get date raped
and then back to the sorority houses drunk out of their minds or doped up on Ruffies and
Scopalimine.
There have been a number of strange murders and suicides at Stanford.
Stanford students are perscribed the highest number of mental health medications of any
campus in America.
All of the land on the Stanford Campus could solve all of Silicon Valley’s housing crisis. The
State of California should take all the land away from criminally corrupt Stanford University
and build housing for average income on it. Stanford University doesn’t “deserve” anything
any more.
Chinese girls are sent to Stanford, by Chinese ‘Wife Mills’ to bag an Anglo husband and then
divorce him 1 year after he hits paydirt. They are instructed to have 2 kids so the alimony
upside is high. They pay a % of the money back to China.
Trophy wives were invented at Stanford
The Guardsman, The Key Club and over 50 “Final Clubs” brain-wash students into elitism and
tribal exclusion of all but your fellow ‘club members’ from your ethinc group.

 
Most of the oligarch families paying bribes to Stanford are engaged in the most brutal human
rights violations in history. They murder people and have them cut up with a hacksaw. They run
prison camps. Only an idiot would think that modern day Stanford has any remaining ‘prestige’ or
‘credibility’. This isn’t the 1800’s any more. Shut this crap campus down! 
 
When they graduate they either go up the hill to Sandhill Road and start a venture capital clone
operation or they get their frat friends on Sandhill Road to racketeer-fund their start-up or political
campaign using money scammed from your parents pension funds. They only work with their frat
buddies and insiders in a tribal ‘old boys club’ manner. 
 
They steal all the technology and markets they want because they control all of the tech lawyers
and politicians via bribes and revolving doors. 
 
Most of the money in Stanford University bank accounts is from Foreign and Hollywood oligarchs
delivered as bribes meant to get their snot-nosed brats into Stanford. Stanford bosses keep all of
this covered-up and covertly fund political campaigns to grease the wheels of political corruption. 
 
They then sexually extort some Standford interns in Rosewood Hotel rooms, get the most ‘trophy
wife’ ones pregnant, and start the cycle all over again. Alas, Stanford is the training ground for
abuse, corruption and ‘Bro-Crime”. 
 
The issues, that the public and the news media have complained about include: producing child
suicides, racism, misogyny, child mental health threats, domestic spying, data harvesting, sex
trafficking, election manipulation, tax evasion, Fusion GPS/Media Matters/ Black Cube hit jobs on
competitors, censorship, contrived market monopolization, intellectual property theft, political
bribery and many other social crimes! An unusually large number of their staff have been arrested
for, or charged with, sex crimes, including under-age trafficking. 
 
The Silicon Valley Tech Cartel is one of the largest operators of bribes to public officials. Some of
those bribes include billions of dollars of, non-FEC reported, search engine rigging for the political



campaigns of the very politicians who are supposed to regulate them. 
 
There are hundreds of millions of people in America. The same 120 of them are all involved in
operating the same crimes and corruption including: the Sony Pictures corruption; the
Afghanistan rare earth mine scandals operated through The Energy Department political slush
fund that involves the lithium battery cover-ups (headed by Elon Musk); the Big Tech Brotopia
rape, sex trafficking, bribery, exclusionism, racism and misogyny issues they were taught at
Stanford University; The Facebook – Meta – Google – Alphabet – Netflix, et al, coordinated news
manipulation and domestic spying that they engage in; the hiring of Fusion GPS – Black Cube –
Gizmodo/Gawker assassins; the destruction of the housing market by their mass real estate
manipulations; patent theft and industrial espionage; and the bribery of almost every politician all
the way up to the Oval Office. 
 
So, while the categories covered in this investigation may seem diverse. They are connected
through an enterprise of criminality and illicit, coordinated operations. We list, by name, the 120
most complicit individuals organizing these crimes, in the evidence documents already submitted
to the FBI, FINCEN, DOJ, FTC, SEC, FEC, Congress, InterPol and other authorities. Digital financial
tracking of those persons and all of their family members should be assumed to have been under
way for some time. Wire-taps and device taps of those persons and all of their family members
should be assumed to have been under way for some time. 
 
 
 
 
 
M.) THE_CORRUPT_SENATORS 
 
The corruption is easy to prove with a simple spread-sheet but the corrupt Senators have done
everything they can to keep you from seeing that spread-sheet. 
 
If you saw the spread-sheet that shows all of the covert family bank accounts, fake trust funds,
shell companies and stock market accounts for Dianne Feinstein, Harry Reid, Nancy Pelosi, etc.;
you can easily see how they only get a salary of $190K per year but put hundreds of millions of
dollars in their accounts that all traces back to special interest groups that tell them what laws to
make and what laws to stop from moving forward. Forensic accountants at the GAO, FBI or SEC
can pop out the latest update on any given day.
 
WITH A COURT ORDER – WE CAN PRESENT DETAILED DOCUMENTS ACCOUNTING FOR EVERY CENT
IN EVERY ACCOUNT THAT IS CONNECTED TO NANCY PELOSI, DIANNE FEINSTEIN, EVERY MEMBER
OF THEIR FAMILY AND THE KICK-BACKS AND INSIDER TRADING THAT PRODUCED THOSE FUNDS! 
 
These Senators have “rules” that delay investigations against themselves, though. Also, as we all
saw from the Comey case: Corrupt Senators can even tell the head of the FBI who to NOT
investigate! The 2008 and 2021 “Stimulus Funds” were just scams cooked up by politicians for
them to skim stock market pump-and-dump profits off of and grab personal payola. 
 
In all these corruption cases, these corrupt people took the same steps to conceal their assets.
They each took the money in secret ways. The main ways are 1.) via Dark Money stealth political



funds; 2.) bribes paid via insider trading ( notice that most of these crooks marry an investment
banker to run their dirty schemes) and 3.) getting government contracts, loans and grants for
their friends that they get kick-backs from. They then had their dirty law firms and CPA’s shove the
money into their standardized covert financial structure to hide it. 
 
They use family members to run the operation. Their dirty family members and lawyer/CPA teams
cover up their tracks. They then have intermediaries spend the money to get them islands, yachts,
mansions, hookers, Tesla’s, etc. 
 
The 2008 and 202i “stimulus funds” are quid pro quo scams to pay off political insiders. We
reported these crimes (with FBI-class evidence) to every law enforcement agency in writing ( FBI,
DOJ, SEC, IG, FTC, OSC, FEC, etc.). apparently, citizens are ignored if the crimes involve politicians
and their billionaires. 
 
The cover-ups are off-the-charts! 
 
these mobsters (Google, Tesla, Facebook, Linkedin, Netflix, In-q-tel, Kleiner Perkins, Greylock, etc;
acting in a coordinated, collusion-based, operation) are paying billions of dollars of political bribes
(…via cash, real estate, sex trafficking, pacs, search engine rigging, crony jobs, biased censoring,
campaign funds, stock market manipulations, ukrainian money laundering, etc.) to delay justice
and blockade our, and your, rights! There can be no question about the fact that Google,
Facebook, Netflix, Tesla and the Silicon Valley Cartel control the Obama and Biden White House. 
 
For example: Elon Musk ordered the politicians who are his bitches to sabotage his competitors.
He gave those political insiders: cash, stock in his cartel, revolving-door jobs, campaign funding,
sex workers, off-shore money laundering, and other quid pro quo. Eric Schmidt, Larry Page, Mark
Zuckerberg, and the rest of the tech mob, all worked together on these crimes. 
 
The hacks and leaks of their documents prove it. Government agency bosses are covering up
these crimes to protect their jobs and their corrupt stock market holdings. Musk and Goldman
Sachs have gotten over FIFTEEN BILLION DOLLARS of free taxpayer cash and monopolized
exclusives to pay for Musk’s drugs, sex parties and mansions. This is one of the largest violations
of anti-trust laws in history. The politicians and agencies that are supposed to stop him are getting
money from him. Musk exists entirely from quid pro quo bribes! Musk’s banks, including Deutsche
Bank, have had to pay more than $100 million to settle charges related to violating anti-bribery
laws and engaging in money laundering. While the Musk-controlled media bloviate on the god-
like image of Musk, he and his buddies are just crooks and mobsters. 
 
It is now almost impossible for the public to reach any media source that is not controlled by the
Silicon Valley Cartel via synchronized talking points. Politicians who say that their only motivation
is to “save” the helpless billionaire Elon Musk and his unicorns: 1.) sabotage any companies who
are not making Tesla’s, 2.) have sex with Tesla lobbyists and bankers, 3.) own the stock in Tesla
Motors, 4.) are venture capital partners in Kleiner Perkins (ie: Gore) and Greylock capital insiders,
5.) trade revolving door jobs with the Elon Musk cartel, 6.) gave Musk over $15B of free taxpayer
money, 7.) get campaign financing from Musk, 8.) order government agencies to freeze funding
for Musk’s competitors, 9.) and engage in a vast number of other corruption and anti-trust crimes. 
 
U.S. Senators, Agency Heads and Congress are bribed by Google intermediaries with: Billions of



dollars of Google, Twitter, Facebook, Tesla, Netflix and Sony Pictures stock and stock warrants
which is never reported to the FEC; Billions of dollars of Google, Twitter, Facebook, Tesla, Netflix
and Sony Pictures search engine rigging and shadow-banning which is never reported to the FEC;
Free rent; Male and female prostitutes; Cars; Dinners; Party Financing; Sports Event Tickets;
Political campaign printing and mailing services “Donations”; Secret PAC Financing; Jobs in
Corporations in Silicon Valley For The Family Members of Those Who Take Bribes And Those Who
Take Bribes; “Consulting” contracts from McKinsey as fronted pay-off gigs; Overpriced “Speaking
Engagements” which are really just pay-offs conduited for donors; Private jet rides and use of
Government fuel depots (ie: Google handed out NASA jet fuel to staff); Real Estate; Fake
mortgages; The use of Cayman, Boca Des Tores, Swiss and related money-laundering accounts;
The use of HSBC, Wells Fargo, Goldman Sachs and Deustche Bank money laundering accounts
and covert stock accounts; Free spam and bulk mailing services owned by Silicon Valley
corporations; Use of high tech law firms such as Perkins Coie, Wilson Sonsini, MoFo, Covington &
Burling, etc. to conduit bribes to officials. This will never end unless the public demands laws to
prevent all politicians, and their families, from owning ANY stock market stocks or securities! 
 
There are hundreds of millions of people in America. The same 120 of them are all involved in
operating the same crimes and corruption including: the Sony Pictures corruption; the
Afghanistan rare earth mine scandals operated through The Energy Department political slush
fund that involves the lithium battery cover-ups (headed by Elon Musk); the Big Tech Brotopia
rape, sex trafficking, bribery, exclusionism, racism and misogyny issues they were taught at
Stanford University; The Facebook – Meta – Google – Alphabet – Netflix, et al, coordinated news
manipulation and domestic spying that they engage in; the hiring of Fusion GPS – Black Cube –
Gizmodo/Gawker assassins; the destruction of the housing market by their mass real estate
manipulations; patent theft and industrial espionage; and the bribery of almost every politician all
the way up to the Oval Office. 
 
So, while the categories covered in this investigation may seem diverse. They are connected
through an enterprise of criminality and illicit, coordinated operations. We list, by name, the 120
most complicit individuals organizing these crimes, in the evidence documents already submitted
to the FBI, FINCEN, DOJ, FTC, SEC, FEC, Congress, InterPol and other authorities. Digital financial
tracking of those persons and all of their family members should be assumed to have been under
way for some time. Wire-taps and device taps of those persons and all of their family members
should be assumed to have been under way for some time. 
 
 
 
 
 
N.) THE_ELON_MUSK_REPORTS 
 
The Musk empire has paid more bribes to politicians than almost any other modern entity. That is
why no full investigation of the Musk scams has ever been completed. 
 
Elon Musk, Larry Page, Steve Jurvetson and Jared Birchell hire Ex-CIA losers right after they are
fired by the CIA, or directly from IN-Q-TEL or from Fusion GPS, Media Matters and other CYBER
ASSASSIN KILL SERVICES. They send their hit men after competitors, reporters, ex-employees and
whistle-blowers because they chose to CHEAT RATHER THAN COMPETE! 



 
Elon Musk’s “Twitter Purchase” is just a scam to sell his Tesla stock without the SEC or his old
investors noticing: THEY NOTICED! 
 
Google’s Eric Schmidt and Larry Page have a bromance relationship with Musk and use the global
resources of Alphabet to hide any negative news about Musk assets.The 2008 Department of
Energy Cleantech Crash proves that a federal agency was used as just one big slush-fund to pay-
off political campaign financiers, operate insider-trading stocks and sabotage those financiers
competitors using taxpayer-financed resources! 
 
We have used private investigator, FBI resources and deep AI research to reveal that all
government staff working on our application were getting quid-pro-quo…they were on the take.
(Can anyone point out to us EVEN ONE person who was in the DOE/White House loop who was
not working for, invested in, getting a future job from or other wise conflicted?) What do you do
when The U.S. Government convinces you to invest millions of dollars, and your life, into one of
their projects. 
 
Then their project turns out to be a scam where they had covertly hard-wired the upside to a
couple of Senator’s and their campaign financier friends. The fix was in and the game was rigged
to use a government program as a slush-fund for friends-with-benefits. We, and the public, got
defrauded. Now the damages must be paid for, one way, or another. 
 
Every one of the insiders who did get government funding got it in the exact same size and order
as their covert political campaign funding and stock market bribes to the deciders. Chamath
Palihapitiya and other Silicon Valley insiders have now exposed the fact that Greylock, Kleiner, etc.
are just a VC Ponzi Scheme! in this whole mess. 
 
Musk used crooked Senators to get his funds. Those Senators and government agency bosses
were financed by, friends with, sleeping with, dating the staff of, holding stock market assets in,
promised a revolving door job or government service contracts from, partying with, personal
friends with, photographed at private events with, making profits by consulting for, exchanging
emails with, business associates of or directed by; one of those business adversaries, or the
Senators and politicians that those business adversaries pay campaign finances to, or supply
political search engine manipulation services to. 
 
Elon Musk is notorious for getting Department of Energy money by bribing public officials and
placing his friends: Steven Chu, Matt Rogers, Steve Westly, Steve Spinner’s ‘special friend’, etc. on
the staff of the Department of Energy and in the White House. We have FBI-class records, financial
tracking, emails, stock market relay records and other forensic data that proves it. 
 
We can swear, warrant, certify and prove these assertions in front of Congress in a live
Congressional hearing or Civil Jury trial, given non-compromised legal backing. If you think you
have bribed the same number of Senators, bought a President and taken over most of the
Department of Energy like Musk did… go for it! In this day and age, with every citizen able to track
every public figure, with FBI-quality databases, on their home computers, it might be a crash-and-
burn but you are welcome to try. 
 
Lithium metals, and other rare earth mining materials, are monopolized by Elon Musk and his



Silicon Valley Cartel, in rare-earth corrupt mining scams. Lithium’s widespread use in cars is
hindered by a challenging obstacle: upon multiple charge-discharge cycles, fractal filaments called
dendrites always grow through the electrolyte from the negative to the positive electrode and
short-circuit the battery from the inside, thus guaranteeing that Tesla Cars will eventually all
explode. Musk and Panasonic have known this since 2007 (They are “dumping” the batteries via
Tesla) and have paid U.S. Senators, who own stock in Tesla, to cover it up. 
 
The lithium fires and toxic vapors are a major safety concern because they have killed, poisoned
and injured too many citizens. Musk gets away with his scams because he pays U.S. Senators
bribes with stocks in his corporations and has a thousand crooked Goldman Sachs investment
bankers selling his hair-brained schemes to your parents pension funds. 
 
Tesla is known as “the official car of douche-bags”. The safety defect cover-ups on the Tesla are
extreme. Musk’s narcissistic trophy-wife mom and his extremist father (who got his young sister
pregnant) are thought to be the cause of Musk’s racism and sociopath behaviors. 
 
He is the #1 crony capitalist government mooch in America and has received billions of dollars of
your tax money to help him buy his mansions, starlets and sex parties. 
 
His cars and rockets blow up, his tunnels are unsafe, his satellites spy on consumers and his brain
chip company tortures small animals. He swiped all of his technology from someone else and has
never come up with his own inventions. 
 
Space-X is just a domestic spying company. Don’t buy Musk’s bullshit about Space-X doing any
good deeds. Everything Space-X launches is to spy on the poor folks on the ground and monitor
their internet. Also, Musk’s Neuralink company tortures small animals to try out Musk’s pseudo-
science mind-reading chips. 
 
There are hundreds of millions of people in America. The same 120 of them are all involved in
operating the same crimes and corruption including: the Sony Pictures corruption; the
Afghanistan rare earth mine scandals operated through The Energy Department political slush
fund that involves the lithium battery cover-ups (headed by Elon Musk); the Big Tech Brotopia
rape, sex trafficking, bribery, exclusionism, racism and misogyny issues they were taught at
Stanford University; The Facebook – Meta – Google – Alphabet – Netflix, et al, coordinated news
manipulation and domestic spying that they engage in; the hiring of Fusion GPS – Black Cube –
Gizmodo/Gawker assassins; the destruction of the housing market by their mass real estate
manipulations; patent theft and industrial espionage; and the bribery of almost every politician all
the way up to the Oval Office. 
 
So, while the categories covered in this investigation may seem diverse. They are connected
through an enterprise of criminality and illicit, coordinated operations. We list, by name, the 120
most complicit individuals organizing these crimes, in the evidence documents already submitted
to the FBI, FINCEN, DOJ, FTC, SEC, FEC, Congress, InterPol and other authorities. Digital financial
tracking of those persons and all of their family members should be assumed to have been under
way for some time. Wire-taps and device taps of those persons and all of their family members
should be assumed to have been under way for some time. 
 
 



 
 
 
O.) THE_HOUSING_CRISIS 
 
SILICON VALLEY’S TRILLION DOLLAR CULTURE OF BRIBERY; CENSORSHIP; SEX TRAFFICKING;
ELECTION MANIPULATION; PAYOLA TO CITY, STATE, COUNTY AND FEDERAL OFFICIALS;
LUDICROUS EXCESS AND REVOLVING DOOR PAY-OFFS TO GOVERNMENT INSIDERS HAS
DESTROYED HOUSING OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE POOR AND MIDDLE CLASS BY NEGATING
HUMAN RIGHTS OVER OLIGARCH LUXURIES! 
 
The Silicon Valley solution to “The Housing Crisis” is all talk, window dressing, dog-and-pony, un-
responded to white papers and absolutely no meaningful action. 
 
– California has the worst housing crisis in HISTORY! 
 
– California politicians make lots of WINDOW DRESSING, PR statements about helping individuals
but then they only give the government money to developers who financed the politicians
campaigns! 
 
– Nobody can get government support to build a home because in California it would compete
with the developers who financed the politicians campaigns! 
 
– Billions of dollars were sent to California, by the feds, to help individual citizens. The money
came from the citizens own pockets via taxes. 99% of that money was given to developers who
financed the politicians campaigns and none of it went to citizens to build homes. 
 
– Investigators traced the federal funds back to the family bank accounts and stock market
accounts of the politicians that control California! 
 
– Fair Housing Advocates have identified over 200,000 people that already have lifetime mortage
payment funds IN THEIR HANDS but The State Of California blockades these people from building
homes… EVEN THOUGH CALIFORNIA SAYS “THE HOUSING CRISIS IS BECAUSE WE HAVE NOT GOT
ENOUGH HOMES!!!” HUD says this is illegal but HUD has yet to sue California to stop the
blockades. 
 
– All of the land on the Stanford Campus could solve all of Silicon Valley’s housing crisis. The State
of California should take all the land away from criminally corrupt Stanford University and build
housing for average income on it. Corrupt Stanford University (now almost entirely based on
bribes by rich oligarchs who engage in human rights abuses) doesn’t “deserve” anything any
more. 
 
– The State politicians will do anything to stop those 200,000 people, with mortgage cash in hand,
from building their homes because developers who financed the politicians campaigns will
shit their pants if their political quid pro quo payola conduits are cut off. 
 
– Part of the housing crisis is because California politicians invited half of South America to move
in in hopes of rigging the voter rolls. Most of the people that showed up are actually construction



labor people, but California won’t let them build homes because they are not in a union and
because they compete with developers who financed the politicians campaigns. The irony is
mind-boggling! 
 
– In California the laws, and ‘rules’ have been staged to make it impossible for a single family to
build a home. Why are the laws and rules staged that way?: To protect developers who financed
the politicians campaigns! 
 
REAL ESTATE DEVELOPERS, OLIGARCHS AND REAL ESTATE BANKS PAY BRIBES TO COUNTY
OFFICIALS TO KEEP AFFORDABLE HOUSING FROM GETTING BUILT BECAUSE IT COMPETES
WITH THEIR SCHEMES! 
 
BIG BANKS, BIG BUILDING DEVELOPERS AND TECH BILLIONAIRES ARE BRIBING COUNTY
OFFICIALS TO STOP THEM FROM DOING ANYTHING! 
S.F. Chronicle: Broken Homes
By Joaquin Palomino & Trisha Thadani / San Francisco spends millions of dollars to shelter its most
vulnerable residents in dilapidated hotels. With little oversight or support, the results are
disastrous.
San Jose Spotlight: Santa Clara County faces silver tsunami of homelessness
By Tran Nguyen / Brenda Nichols was among 145 homeless seniors who died in Santa Clara
County between December 2020 and November 2021—a record high number as the region
witnessed 250 homeless deaths over the same period.
Is this more smoke-and-mirrors WINDOW DRESSING: Rural Partners Network to Empower Rural
Communities to Access Federal Resources
 
/ The Rural Partners Network (RPN) is a new whole-of-government effort led by the USDA to
transform the way federal agencies partner with rural places to create economic opportunity. 
GlobeSt.: The Share of Millennials Owning Homes Is Dwindling
 
By Paul Bergeron  // This generation’s homeownership rate doesn’t match up with Gen X or Baby
Boomers. Big Tech companies should be limited from paying any worker over $50,000.00 per year. 
Earth Day: 52 Years of Individual Environmental Action Hasn’t Fixed It And Proven That Nothing
You Do Will Help
By Melanie Curry  // Earth Day was born at a time when teach-ins and radical protests were forcing
changes in the status quo…But over time – 52 years being a lot of that – corporate sponsorship
and greenwashing shifted the focus of Earth Day to individual responsibility and to volunteerism.
 
BATHROOMS IN CALIFORNIA COST AS MUCH AS A TWO BEDROOM HOUSE COSTS IN THE REST OF
AMERICA! 
 
There are hundreds of millions of people in America. The same 120 of them are all involved in
operating the same crimes and corruption including: the Sony Pictures corruption; the
Afghanistan rare earth mine scandals operated through The Energy Department political slush
fund that involves the lithium battery cover-ups (headed by Elon Musk); the Big Tech Brotopia
rape, sex trafficking, bribery, exclusionism, racism and misogyny issues they were taught at
Stanford University; The Facebook – Meta – Google – Alphabet – Netflix, et al, coordinated news
manipulation and domestic spying that they engage in; the hiring of Fusion GPS – Black Cube –
Gizmodo/Gawker assassins; the destruction of the housing market by their mass real estate
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manipulations; patent theft and industrial espionage; and the bribery of almost every politician all
the way up to the Oval Office. 
 
So, while the categories covered in this investigation may seem diverse. They are connected
through an enterprise of criminality and illicit, coordinated operations. We list, by name, the 120
most complicit individuals organizing these crimes, in the evidence documents already submitted
to the FBI, FINCEN, DOJ, FTC, SEC, FEC, Congress, InterPol and other authorities. Digital financial
tracking of those persons and all of their family members should be assumed to have been under
way for some time. Wire-taps and device taps of those persons and all of their family members
should be assumed to have been under way for some time. 
 
 
 
 
 
P.) THE_LITHIUM_BATTERY_LIE 
 
Elon Musk and the Senators he owns: Pelosi, Harris and Feinstein, will lie, until their dying day
about these batteries that they all own stock in! 
 
Lithium ion batteries: Cause wars, rape and genocide in the Congo, Afghanistan and Bolivia
from the corrupt mining deals involved with mining lithium and cobalt; are insider trading-owned
by ex-CIA boss Woolsey and DOE Boss Chu; excrete chemicals that mutate fetuses when they
burn; destroy your brain, lungs and nervous system when they burn; kill the factory workers who
make them; cause Panasonic to be one of the most corrupt companies in the world; poison the
Earth when disposed of; can’t be extinguished by firemen; poison firemen when they burn; are
based on criminally corrupt mining schemes like URANIUM ONE; Have over 61 toxic chemicals in
them; come from an industry that spends billions on internet shills and trolls used to nay say all
other forms of energy; are insider-trading owned by corrupt U.S. Senators who are running a
SAFETY COVER-UP about their dangers. 
 
Apple products with lithium ion batteries have been exploding and setting people on fire; over
time the chemical dendrites inside each battery grow worse and increase the chances of explosion
as they age – LITHIUM ION BATTERIES BECOME MORE AND MORE LIKELY TO EXPLODE AS TIME
GOES ON AND AS THEY AGE; “Bad Guys” have figured out how to make them explode remotely;
have their dangers hidden by CNN and MSM because pretty much only the DNC people profit
from them; are the heart of Elon Musk’s stock market scam. 
 
The Obama Administration promised Silicon Valley oligarchs the market monopoly on lithium ion
batteries and the sabotage of fuel cells in exchange for campaign financing and search engine
rigging; United States Senators that are supposed to protect us from these deadly products own
the stock market assets of them so they protect them and stop the FDA, OSHA, DOT & NHTSA
from outlawing them. WRITE YOUR ELECTED REPRESENTATIVE AND DEMAND THAT LITHIUM ION
BATTERIES BE MADE ILLEGAL TO SELL! NiCAD and Hundreds of other battery chemistries DO NOT
have all of these problems but Lithium Ion batteries get a monopoly because of politician insider
trading ownerships. 
 
A recent fire on U.S. Highway 101 near Mountain View, CA, burned the driver alive and killed him.



In Florida two kids died in a Tesla, burned alive, screaming in agony. A man died in agony in a
Tesla crash in Malibu that set Malibu Canyon on fire. A young woman, at the start of life, and her
boyfriend were burned alive in their crashed Tesla. 
 
There are many more deaths and crashes than you have heard about. The deaths and the cover-
ups are endless. Senators Dianne Feinstein, Harry Reid, Nancy Pelosi, Kamala Harris and their
associates own the stock in Tesla Motors and/or it’s suppliers and mining companies and they
cover-up and halt investigations and laws designed to save the public. They, and their crony’s,
spend over $1B a year to shill and troll hype about lithium ion batteries and cover-up the dangers.
Lithium ion EVs are more prone to battery fires. Experts say that their lithium-ion batteries can
fuel hotter fires that release toxic fumes and are more difficult to put out.
 
Lithium ion fires keep reigniting which explains why it takes so long and requires copious
amounts of water or foam (it is an electric fire, after all) to smother the flames. Tesla employee
Bernard Tse and his team warned Elon Musk about these dangers in 2008 and they got fired
and/or warned to “say nothing” by Musk. Three top Tesla engineers died in a plane crash next to
Tesla offices in San Carlos after two of them agreed to become whistle-blowers.Elon Musk exists
because he bribed DNC politicians and Senators Feinstein, Reid, Boxer, Harris, Clinton and Pelosi
to give him free taxpayer cash and government resources from the Dept. of Energy and the Calif
treasury. 
 
DOE has been covering-up organized crime activities at DOE in which DOE funds are being used
as a slush-fund to pay off DNC campaign financiers and to pay for CIA/GPS Fusion-Class attacks on
Silicon Valley business competitors of those DNC campaign financiers who DOE staff share stock
market holdings with. Elon Musk is a criminal, a mobster, an asshole, a bald fake-hair wearing,
plastic surgery-addicted, douchebag, woman-abusing, sex addicted, tax evader. 
 
Musk exploits poor people and child slaves in the Congo and Afghanistan to mine his lithium and
Cobalt. Musk spends billions per year to hire Russian trolls, fake blogger fan-boys and buy fake
news self-aggrandizement articles about himself. Musk thinks he is the ‘Jesus’ of Silicon Valley.
Fake News manipulator Google is run by Larry Page and Larry is Musk’s investor and bromance
butt buddy. 
 
Musk uses massive numbers of shell companies and trust funds to self-deal, evade the law and
hide his bribes and stock market insider trading. A huge number of Tesla drivers have been killed;
pedestrians and oncoming drivers have also been killed, and Musk covers it up. 
 
The DNC and the MSM refuse to allow any articles about Musk’s crimes to be printed because they
benefit from Musk’s crimes. Musk has been professionally diagnosed as a ‘psychotic narcissist.’A
‘Silicon Valley Mafia; cartel of frat boy sociopath venture capitalists like Steve Jurvetson, Tim
Draper, Eric Schmidt, et al; threaten those who do not support the cult of Tesla or their political
candidates. 
 
In EVERY blog that you read that mentions ‘Musk’, at least 1/3 of the comments have been placed
their by Musk’s paid shills. Musk holds the record for getting sued for fraud by his investors, wives,
former partners, employees, suppliers and co-founders. 
 
Elon Musk has gone out of his way to hire hundreds of ex-CIA staff and assign them to “dirty tricks



teams” to attack his competitors and elected officials who Musk hates. Musk never founded his
companies. Musk’s “Starlink” satellites are domestic spy and political manipulation tools – never
get your internet from one. Musk stole Tesla in a hostile ownership take-over from Marty the true
inventor of the Tesla. 
 
The same kind of EMF radiation proven to cause cancer from cell phones exists in massive
amounts in a Tesla. Musk can’t fix a car or build a rocket and has almost no mechanical skills. If
you pull a report of every VIN# of every Tesla ever built and cross reference that with insurance,
repair and lawsuit records you will find that the “per volume” fire, crash, death and defect rate is
THE WORST of any car maker in history! 
 
Musk is a lying con artist and partners with Goldman Sachs to rig the stock market. Sachs has a
dedicated team of 18 men who rig stocks and valuation bumps for Musk. Over 1000 witnesses can
prove every one of those claims in any live televised Congressional hearing! Senators Dianne
Feinstein, Harry Reid, Nancy Pelosi, Kamala Harris and their associates own the stock in Tesla
Motors and/or it’s suppliers and mining companies. 
 
That is why they criminally help cover-up investigations of Tesla! All of this was reported, in
writing, to James Comey, Patricia Rich and David Johnson at the FBI. The DNC bosses own the
stock in lithium, Solar and EV markets and use kickbacks from those markets (Especially via
convoluted campaign finance laundering via Elon Musk) to finance the DNC. The DNC bosses use
character assassination as their main political tool against any member of the public who speaks
out against their felony stock market scams and PizzaGate-like scandals. 
 
The Harvey Weinstein reports by Ronan Farrow show that they have teams of hired goons that
they pay to destroy people’s lives. They use Black Cube, Mossad, In-Q-Tel, Stratfor, Gawker Media,
Gizmodo Media, Media Matters, David Brock, Sid Blumenthal, NY Times, Google servers, Facebook
servers, Podesta Group, Perkins Coie, Covington & Burling and a host of “assassins”. 
 
It should be a felony to hire character assassins in the USA. DEMAND A LAW and DEMAND the
termination of these attack services. IE: Gawker and Gizmodo Media sets-up the attack stories
and, in paid partnership with Google, Google kicks their attack links around the globe, in front of 8
Billion people, forever. Google locks the attack articles of its enemies on the front top search
results of Google search results forever, on purpose! 
 
That is why Google is being terminated in the largest, most well resourced anti-corruption public
service take-down in history! Tesla and Musk are protected by shareholders Harris, Pelosi,
Feinstein, Brown and Newsom. Panasonic (indicted for bribery and Musk’s partner) spends billions
of dollars annually cover-up lithium battery fires and battery defects.
 
There are hundreds of millions of people in America. The same 120 of them are all involved in
operating the same crimes and corruption including: the Sony Pictures corruption; the
Afghanistan rare earth mine scandals operated through The Energy Department political slush
fund that involves the lithium battery cover-ups (headed by Elon Musk); the Big Tech Brotopia
rape, sex trafficking, bribery, exclusionism, racism and misogyny issues they were taught at
Stanford University; The Facebook – Meta – Google – Alphabet – Netflix, et al, coordinated news
manipulation and domestic spying that they engage in; the hiring of Fusion GPS – Black Cube –
Gizmodo/Gawker assassins; the destruction of the housing market by their mass real estate



manipulations; patent theft and industrial espionage; and the bribery of almost every politician all
the way up to the Oval Office. 
 
So, while the categories covered in this investigation may seem diverse. They are connected
through an enterprise of criminality and illicit, coordinated operations. We list, by name, the 120
most complicit individuals organizing these crimes, in the evidence documents already submitted
to the FBI, FINCEN, DOJ, FTC, SEC, FEC, Congress, InterPol and other authorities. Digital financial
tracking of those persons and all of their family members should be assumed to have been under
way for some time. Wire-taps and device taps of those persons and all of their family members
should be assumed to have been under way for some time. 
 
 
 
 
 
Q.) THE_MEDIA_ASSASSINS 
 
POLITICAL KILL ORDERS AND STATE-SPONSORED CHARACTER ASSASSINATIONS – How A Modern
Character Assassination and Political “Kill Order” Is Executed By the Silicon Valley Oligarchs and
their total control of propaganda media. Patrick George At Jalopnik attacks outsiders under
contract with Elon Musk and the DNC. Silicon Valley campaign finance oligarchs hire him to run
hatchet jobs on innocent outsiders and then Gawker-Gizmodo-Jalopnik uses their financial
partnership with the DNC’s Google to push the character assassination articles to the top of
Google web products and searches. 
 
Patrick George, Adrian Covert, John Hermann and Nick Cook are the sexually degenerate cabin
boys that report to boy-loving sleaze-tabloid oligarch Nick Denton. They created the Fake News
crisis in the media by flooding the internet with defamation posts and reprisal hatchet job articles
designed to damage political enemies of the Socialists. They coordinate a large number of the
character assassination efforts at Gawker, Gizmodo, Jalopnik, CNN, New York Times and other
propaganda outlets. These Millennial boys are “Media Rapists” and should be treated as abusers. –
How and why did a Donald Trump stripper-date named “Stormy” or an Elon Musk sex party or a
Kavanaugh drinking incident or the Moonves and Weinstein indiscretions suddenly hit the news at
about the same time in news history? – In addition to actual murder, Politicians and Silicon Valley
Oligarchs hire operatives to end people’s lives in other creative ways. – 
 
It is all part of the modern trend in vendetta, revenge and political payback when a Senator or a
tech oligarch issues a “kill order” on an opponent. – The client does not like to get their hands dirty
so the actual social hit job is performed by companies such as: IN-Q-Tel – (DNC); Gawker Media –
(DNC); Jalopnik – (DNC); Gizmodo Media – (DNC); K2 Intelligence – (DNC); WikiStrat – (DNC);
Podesta Group – (DNC); Fusion GPS – (DNC/GOP); Google – (DNC); YouTube – (DNC); Alphabet –
(DNC); Facebook – (DNC); Twitter – (DNC); Think Progress – (DNC); Media Matters – (DNC); Black
Cube – (DNC); Mossad – (DNC); Correct The Record – (DNC); Sand Line – (DNC/GOP); Blackwater –
(DNC/GOP); Undercover Global Ltd (DNC/GOP) Stratfor – (DNC/GOP); ShareBlue – (DNC); Wikileaks
(DNC/GOP); Cambridge Analytica – (DNC/GOP); Sid Blumenthal- (DNC); David Brock – (DNC); PR
Firm Sunshine Sachs (DNC); Covington and Burling – (DNC), Buzzfeed – (DNC) Perkins Coie – (DNC);
Wilson Sonsini – (DNC) and hundreds of others…These are the people and companies that except
cash, revolving door jobs, political appointments, insider trading stock in Silicon Valley tech



companies, prostitutes and real estate in exchange for destroying the lives of others. – These
attackers deserve to be punished for the rest of their lives for taking away the lives of others in
exchange for cash. Any company who is corrupt enough to hire any of these assassins should be
forced out of business. 
 
These attack services are responsible for 90% of the “Fake News” problem in the world because
they are the authors of most fake news. Congress must act to make these kinds of companies
illegal! – These digital assassination services offer hit-jobs, character assassinations and economic
reprisal programs to famous billionaires and corrupt politicians who are seeking revenge,
retribution and vendetta executions. – In the case of reporters getting targeted for attacks,
President Donald Trump has been accused by the liberal corporate media of whipping up a
hateful frenzy against the press. But while CNN’s Jim Acosta grandstands against Trump, real
journalists are still reeling from the draconian extrajudicial measures that Barack Obama and his
administration used to target them for exposing truth. – This secretive targeting occurred while
Obama speechwriter and hate-filled ANTIFA supporter Ben Rhodes was running “Operation Echo
Chamber,” which reportedly continues, in which he fed information to willing corporate media
scribes. “They literally know nothing,” Rhodes said of the twentysomething journalists he easily
manipulated. – 
 
The Freedom of the Press Foundation’s Trevor Timm published documents showing how former
attorney general Eric Holder changed the rules to more effectively intimidate and surveil
members of the press. – Timm writes: “Today, we are revealing—for the first time—the Justice
Department’s rules for targeting journalists with secret FISA court orders. The documents were
obtained as part of a Freedom of Information Act lawsuit brought by Freedom of the Press
Foundation and Knight First Amendment Institute at Columbia University.” – Obama is also clearly
linked to the plot to obtain fraudulent FISA warrants on President Trump’s team, as evidenced by
Peter Strzok and Lisa Page’s texts confirming that Obama was overseeing their fly-by-night
operation. – Larry Schweikart reported for Big League Politics: For months pundits and
researchers have been pondering the mystery of the FISA approval that led to the illegal and
historically titanic scandals to ever hit the U.S. government. 
 
Some have argued that Assistant Attorney General Rod Rosenstein knew the FISA was bogus
when he extended it. Others have wondered if Special Counsel Robert Mueller knew about the
fraudulent basis of the FISA when he used it, in part, to indict Michael Flynn. Other still, that
Mueller was fooled by the FBI. This is what President Trump calls “SPYGATE”. – It may well be that
the surveillance that was conducted began with UK intelligence services and then was fed back to
the White House of Barack Obama. Here’s the kicker: President Barack Obama did not need a FISA
warrant to authorize spying/electronic surveillance on Trump because Obama all along had legal
authorization to by-pass the normal court vetting process. According to 50 U.S. Code 1802, the
“Electronic Surveillance Authorization” () “Foreign intelligence in relation to a US person (Trump or
his associates) is information that’s necessary for the US to protect against attack, hostile acts,
sabotage, . . . as well as other clandestine activities by a foreign power . . . OR . . . information
relevant to national defense/security of the US, or the conduct of foreign affairs of the U.S.” Such
an authorization by Obama required certification by Attorney General Loretta Lynch that must be
logged with the FISC court. (“The [AG]+ shall immediately transmit under seal to the court [FISC] a
copy of his certification.”) – In short, the DOJ has this. If we are correct, a copy of that certification
is currently under seal at least with the DOJ and the FISC. – This is what they are hiding. – However,
the Act requires the AG to keep the Select Committee on Intelligence and the Senate Committee



on Intelligence informed of these authorizations and unmaskings therein. See 1803 (a) (1) (C) If
indeed this is what happened, did Lynch report—or only selectively report—to the committees in a
way that excluded non-friendlies? Can you see why Adam Schiff, Mark Warner, and their ilk are
terrified? – These are the playbook tactics that Senators and tech oligarchs most often use to
destroy the lives of their political and business enemies: – Government agency bosses sometimes
solicit the target victims with false promises of future loans, contracts or grants from their agency
and cause the target victims to expend millions of dollars and years of their time for projects
which those government bosses had covertly promised to their friends. They use the target
victims as a “smokescreen” to cover their illegal government slush-funds for the victims
competitors and personal enemies. 
 
By using this tactic, the attackers can drain the target victims funds and force them into an
economic disaster in plain view of everyone without the government bosses fearing any reprisal
for their scam.- Every match.com, okcupid.com, Plenty Of Fish, Seeking Arrangements and all
other IAC-owned, or similar, dating sites (IAC is managed by Hillary Clinton’s daughter) have had
their profiles, texts, and inter-member communications, since those companies were started,
hacked or purchased. The attack service providers use Palantir and In-Q-Tel financed data analysis
software to analyze every activity in those dating services in order to find honey-trap, blackmail,
sextortion and social conflict exploitation opportunities. If you had a bad date with someone, that
someone will be hunted down and convinced to help harm, #metoo or “rape charge” the intended
target. All dates involve a search for sex, so the likelihood that a sexual disappointment
experience will exist in each persons dating history is high. Searching every past dating email and
text of a subject is quite easy with modern software and hacking techniques. A synthetically
amplified, PR-agency optimized sex scandal can destroy any target. Your dating experiences from
the 70’s or 80’s will come back to haunt you decades later. Most dates involve drinking alcohol and
taking drugs. If you were unattractive or had bad sexual skills your bad date will be called “date
rape”, “drugging your date for sex” and related twisted narratives that are designed to shame you,
the target. 
 
If you try to get a date in the future, your potential date will be contacted by a third party who will
slander and libel you to make sure your potential first date gets cancelled. Your social life will,
essentially, end. Every photo on every dating site is cross checked with every other photo on the
internet in order to cull your Facebook, Linkedin, Snapchat and other social media together to
create a total psychological manipulation profile data file on you. A single photo on a dating site
can be cross searched on every mugshot archive, photo album and corporate database in the
worth within minutes using modern super-computers. Your sex life will be on public record in a
flash.- Social Security, SSI, SDI, Disability and other earned benefits are stone-walled. Applications
of targets are “lost”. 
 
Files in the application process “disappeared”. Lois Lerner hard drive “incidents” are operated in
order to seek to hide information and run cover-ups. – Government officials and tech oligarchs
contact members of the National Venture Capital association (NVCA) and created national “black-
lists” to blockade target victims from ever receiving investor funding. This was also confirmed in a
widely published disclosure by Tesla Motors Daryl Siry and in published testimony. If Silicon Valley
political campaign finance oligarchs black-list you (see the “AngelGate” Scandal and the “High Tech
No Poaching Class Action Lawsuit” cases) you will never get investor funding again. – FOIA
requests are hidden, frozen, stone-walled, delayed, lied about and only partially responded to in
order to seek to hide information and run cover-ups.- State and federal employees will play an



endless game of Catch-22 by arbitrarily determining that deadlines had passed that they, the
government officials, had stonewalled and obfuscated applications for, in order to force these
deadlines that they set, to appear to be missed. This can bankrupt a target victim.- Some Victims
found themselves strangely poisoned, not unlike the Alexander Litvenko case. 
 
Heavy metals and toxic materials were found right after their work with the Department of Energy
weapons and energy facilities. Many wonder if these “targets” were intentionally exposed to toxins
in retribution for their testimony. The federal MSDS documents clearly show that a number of
these people were exposed to deadly compounds and radiations, via DOE, without being provided
with proper HazMat suits which DOE officials knew were required. – Victims employers are called,
and faxed, and ordered to fire target victims from their places of employment, in the middle of the
day, with no notice, as a retribution tactic. – On orders from Obama White House officials, DNC-
financed Google, YouTube, Gawker Media and Gizmodo Media produce attack articles and
defamation videos. Google locks this attack media on the internet on the top line, of the front
page of all Google searches for a decade in front of 7.5 billion people, around the world. 
 
This attack-type uses over $40 million dollars in server farms, production costs and internet
rigging. The forensic data acquired from tracking some of these attacks proves that Google rigs
attacks against individuals on the internet and that all of Google’s “impressions” are manually
controlled by Google’s executives who are also the main financiers and policy directors of the
Obama Administration. This data was provided to the European Union for it’s ongoing prosecution
of Google’s political manipulation of public perceptions. – Victims HR and employment records, on
recruiting and hiring databases, are embedded with negative keywords in order to prevent the
victim targets from ever gaining future employment. – Gary D. Conley, Seth Rich, Rajeev Motwani
and many other whistle-blowers in these matters, turned up dead under strange circumstances. It
is very possible that some of these attack services, operated by former CIA operatives, even offer
discrete murder-for-sale services using high-tech assassination tools that make murders look like
heart attacks and brain failures. – 
 
Disability and VA complaint hearings and benefits are frozen, delayed, denied or subjected to lost
records and “missing hard drives” as in the Lois Lerner case.- Paypal (A DNC-biased operation) and
other on-line payments for on-line sales are de-platformed, delayed, hidden, or re-directed in
order to terminate income potential for target victims who competed with the attackers interests
and holdings.- DNS redirection, “website spoofing” sends target victims websites to dead ends
where no sales orders or customer inquiries actually get back to the target. These internet
revenue activity manipulations are conducted using Google and Amazon servers. All commercial
storefronts and on-line sales attempts by target victims, will have had their sites hidden, or search
engine de-linked by a massively resourced facility located in Virginia, Texas or Palo Alto, California
in order to terminate revenue potentials for the target victims.- 
 
Over 50,000 trolls, shills, botnets and synth-blog deployments are deployed to place defamatory
statements and disinformation about victims in front of 7.5 billion people around the world on the
internet in order to seek to damage their federal testimony credibility by a massively resourced
facility. – Campaign finance dirty tricks contractors are hired by campaign financiers to attack the
friends and family members of the target victim in order to create low morale for the target
victims psyche and motivation.- Are you getting weird headaches and hearing a “buzzing sound”
in your head? The U.S. Government has now acknowledged that the Cuban, Chinese and other
embassy “sonic attacks” are from a known microwave beam weapon. Any one of the technical



departments of the attack services listed at the top of this article can build such a biological
harassment weapon. 
 
It can be aimed at the target victims office, bedroom or vehicle and, within a week, have caused
biological and emotional damage using a weapon that has no visible track of trajectory. It is
designed to make the target victim think they are “going crazy” or “hearing sounds in their head”.- 
 
In one case covert political partner: Google, transferred large sums of cash to dirty tricks
contractors and then manually locked the media portion of the attacks into the top lines of the top
pages of all Google searches globally, for years, with hidden embedded codes in the links and
web-pages which multiplied the attacks on Victims by many magnitudes.- Covert Cartel financier:
Google, placed Google’s lawyer: Michelle Lee, in charge of the U.S. Patent Office and she, in turn,
stacked all of the U.S. Patent Office IPR and ALICE review boards and offices with Google-
supporting employees in order to rig the U.S. Patent Office to protect Google from being
prosecuted for the vast patent thefts that Google engages in. 
 
Google has hundreds of patent lawsuits for technology theft and a number of those lawsuits refer
to Google’s operations as “Racketeering”, “Monopolistic Cartel” and “Government Coup-like”
behaviors. Thousands of articles and investigations detail the fact that Google, “essentially” ran
the Obama White House and provided over 80% of the key White House staff. A conflict-of-interest
unlike any in American history. Google’s investors personally told Applicant they would “kill him”.
Google and the Obama Administration were “the same entity”. Applicant testified in the review
that got Michelle Lee terminated and uncovered a tactical political and social warfare group inside
Google who were financed by Federal and State funds. – 
 
Honeytraps and moles were employed by the attackers. In this tactic, people who covertly worked
for the attackers were employed to approach the “target” in order to spy on and misdirect the
subject. – Gawker Media, Gizmodo Media, Snopes, SPLC and other hired media assassins will be
retained to produce “hatchet job” character assassination articles about you. Then those articles
will be faxed, mailed and emailed to your employer and investors with a note saying: “You don’t
want to have anything to do with this person, do you..?” in order to get you fired from your job
and get your loans or financing pulled. The attackers will use their round one attack media, that
they authored, to create a round two second wave attack designed to end your life via economic
warfare.- 
 
Mortgage and rental applications will have had red flags added to them in databases to prevent
the targets from getting homes or apartments.- Krebs On Security, Wired, Ars Technica, The Wall
Street Journal and most major IT publications have reported that hundreds of spy “back-doors”
have been found on every Intel, AMD, Apple, Xfinity, Cisco, Microsoft, Juniper Networks
motherboard, chip-set and hardware component set. 
 
This means that any kid with the “key” code can open any computer, server, router, cloud-network
or other network connected device and read every file, photo, video, your calendar and email on
your devices at any time from any location on Earth. The key codes have been released to every
hacker community in the world for over ten years. There is now no government, corporate or
personal data that can’t be hacked, even data from decades ago. Every single one of your darkest
secrets can be in the hands of your enemy within 60 minutes, or less. Important meetings you had
planned with potential investors, employers, clients, dates, suppliers and others will suddenly get



cancelled at the last minute. They will get cancelled because your enemies are reading your
calendar remotely and covertly sending slander information to those you had hoped to engage
with in order to sabotage your life. 
 
Nothing you have ever typed on a computer or Smartphone is safe. it WILL be acquired and it
WILL be used against you. – McCarthy-Era “Black-lists” are created and employed against target
victims who competed with Obama Administration executives and their campaign financiers to
prevent them from getting funding and future employment. – Obama Administration targets were
very carefully placed in a position of not being able to get jobs, unemployment benefits, disability
benefits or acquire any possible sources of income. The retribution tactics were audacious,
overt..and quite illegal. – There are thousands of additional Dirty Tricks tactics being used by these
Attack Services yet Congress refuses to pass laws out-lawing such attack services. 
 
The cost of an attack on a person ranges from $150,000.00 to over $50,000,000.00. While a Silicon
Valley billionaire can afford to launch counter-measures to these attacks, any regular taxpayer will
be utterly destroyed, and incapable of fighting back, against even the smallest version of one of
these “kill orders”. 
 
A number of modern office shootings are the results of these attacks against an individual who
has lost everything because of the attack and has no options left. – Federal law enforcement, the
United States Congress and the highest level investigators in the U.S., and abroad, have
documented (per the “FISA Memo”, Congressional Reports and federal employee testimony) and
proven the fact that the Obama Administration regularly engaged in the operation of retribution,
vendetta and reprisal campaigns known as “hit-jobs” against domestic natural born U.S. citizen
domestic taxpayers. 
 
The Federal Court, in at least one previous court case,has ruled that Applicants, in this particular
matter, were the victims and target of a number of these attacks designed to inflict permanent
medical, emotional, character assassination, brand negation, economic and career damage. The
FBI has been asked to interview John Cook, Nicholas Guido Denton, Adrian Covert, Patrick George,
Ian Fette and John Hermann of Gawker/Gizmodo re: their financing, payola and hit-job attacks on
third parties. 
 
There are hundreds of millions of people in America. The same 120 of them are all involved in
operating the same crimes and corruption including: the Sony Pictures corruption; the
Afghanistan rare earth mine scandals operated through The Energy Department political slush
fund that involves the lithium battery cover-ups (headed by Elon Musk); the Big Tech Brotopia
rape, sex trafficking, bribery, exclusionism, racism and misogyny issues they were taught at
Stanford University; The Facebook – Meta – Google – Alphabet – Netflix, et al, coordinated news
manipulation and domestic spying that they engage in; the hiring of Fusion GPS – Black Cube –
Gizmodo/Gawker assassins; the destruction of the housing market by their mass real estate
manipulations; patent theft and industrial espionage; and the bribery of almost every politician all
the way up to the Oval Office. 
 
So, while the categories covered in this investigation may seem diverse. They are connected
through an enterprise of criminality and illicit, coordinated operations. We list, by name, the 120
most complicit individuals organizing these crimes, in the evidence documents already submitted
to the FBI, FINCEN, DOJ, FTC, SEC, FEC, Congress, InterPol and other authorities. Digital financial



tracking of those persons and all of their family members should be assumed to have been under
way for some time. Wire-taps and device taps of those persons and all of their family members
should be assumed to have been under way for some time. 
 
 
 
 
 
R.) THE_POLITICAL_BRIBES 
 
 
 
The corruption is easy to prove with a simple spread-sheet but the corrupt Senators have done
everything they can to keep you from seeing that spread-sheet. 
 
INSIDER TRADING with layered stock market payola is the top bribe method for politicians, these
days! 
 
If you saw the spread-sheet that shows all of the covert family bank accounts, fake trust funds,
shell companies and stock market accounts for Dianne Feinstein, Harry Reid, Nancy Pelosi, etc.;
you can easily see how they only get a salary of $190K per year but put hundreds of millions of
dollars in their accounts that all traces back to special interest groups that tell them what laws to
make and what laws to stop from moving forward. Forensic accountants at the GAO, FBI or SEC
can pop out the latest update on any given day.
 
These Senators have "rules" that delay investigations against themselves, though. Also, as we all
saw from the Comey case: Corrupt Senators can even tell the head of the FBI who to NOT
investigate! The 2008 and 2021 "Stimulus Funds" were just scams cooked up by politicians for
them to skim stock market pump-and-dump profits off of and grab personal payola. 
 
In all these corruption cases, these corrupt people took the same steps to conceal their assets.
They each took the money in secret ways. The main ways are 1.) via Dark Money stealth political
funds; 2.) bribes paid via insider trading ( notice that most of these crooks marry an investment
banker to run their dirty schemes) and 3.) getting government contracts, loans and grants for
their friends that they get kick-backs from. They then had their dirty law firms and CPA’s shove the
money into their standardized covert financial structure to hide it. 
 
They use family members to run the operation. Their dirty family members and lawyer/CPA teams
cover up their tracks. They then have intermediaries spend the money to get them islands, yachts,
mansions, hookers, Tesla’s, etc. 
 
The 2008 and 202i "stimulus funds" are quid pro quo scams to pay off political insiders. We
reported these crimes (with FBI-class evidence) to every law enforcement agency in writing ( FBI,
DOJ, SEC, IG, FTC, OSC, FEC, etc.). apparently, citizens are ignored if the crimes involve politicians
and their billionaires. the cover-ups are off-the-charts!these mobsters (Google, Tesla, Facebook,
Linkedin, Netflix, In-q-tel, Kleiner Perkins, Greylock, etc; acting in a coordinated, collusion-based,
operation) are paying billions of dollars of political bribes (...via cash, real estate, sex trafficking,
pacs, search engine rigging, crony jobs, biased censoring, campaign funds, stock market



manipulations, ukrainian money laundering, etc.) to delay justice and blockade our, and your,
rights! 
 
There can be no question about the fact that Google, Facebook, Netflix, Tesla and the Silicon
Valley Cartel control the Obama and Biden White House. For example: Elon Musk ordered the
politicians who are his bitches to sabotage his competitors. He gave those political insiders: cash,
stock in his cartel, revolving-door jobs, campaign funding, sex workers, off-shore money
laundering, and other quid pro quo. Eric Schmidt, Larry Page, Mark Zuckerberg, and the rest of
the tech mob, all worked together on these crimes. The hacks and leaks of their documents prove
it. Government agency bosses are covering up these crimes to protect their jobs and their corrupt
stock market holdings. 
 
Musk and Goldman Sachs have gotten over FIFTEEN BILLION DOLLARS of free taxpayer cash and
monopolized exclusives to pay for Musk's drugs, sex parties and mansions. This is one of the
largest violations of anti-trust laws in history. The politicians and agencies that are supposed to
stop him are getting money from him. Musk exists entirely from quid pro quo bribes! Musk's
banks, including Deutsche Bank, have had to pay more than $100 million to settle charges related
to violating anti-bribery laws and engaging in money laundering. While the Musk-controlled
media bloviate on the god-like image of Musk, he and his buddies are just crooks and mobsters. It
is now almost impossible for the public to reach any media source that is not controlled by the
Silicon Valley Cartel via synchronized talking points. 
 
Politicians who say that their only motivation is to "save" the helpless billionaire Elon Musk and his
unicorns: 1.) sabotage any companies who are not making Tesla's, 2.) have sex with Tesla lobbyists
and bankers, 3.) own the stock in Tesla Motors, 4.) are venture capital partners in Kleiner Perkins
(ie: Gore) and Greylock capital insiders, 5.) trade revolving door jobs with the Elon Musk cartel, 6.)
gave Musk over $15B of free taxpayer money, 7.) get campaign financing from Musk, 8.) order
government agencies to freeze funding for Musk's competitors, 9.) and engage in a vast number
of other corruption and anti-trust crimes. 
 
U.S. Senators, Agency Heads and Congress are bribed by Google intermediaries with: Billions of
dollars of Google, Twitter, Facebook, Tesla, Netflix and Sony Pictures stock and stock warrants
which is never reported to the FEC; Billions of dollars of Google, Twitter, Facebook, Tesla, Netflix
and Sony Pictures search engine rigging and shadow-banning which is never reported to the FEC;
Free rent; Male and female prostitutes; 
 
Cars; Dinners; Party Financing; Sports Event Tickets; Political campaign printing and mailing
services "Donations"; Secret PAC Financing; Jobs in Corporations in Silicon Valley For The Family
Members of Those Who Take Bribes And Those Who Take Bribes; "Consulting" contracts from
McKinsey as fronted pay-off gigs; Overpriced "Speaking Engagements" which are really just pay-
offs conduited for donors; Private jet rides and use of Government fuel depots (ie: Google handed
out NASA jet fuel to staff); Real Estate; Fake mortgages; The use of Cayman, Boca Des Tores, Swiss
and related money-laundering accounts; The use of HSBC, Wells Fargo, Goldman Sachs and
Deustche Bank money laundering accounts and covert stock accounts; Free spam and bulk
mailing services owned by Silicon Valley corporations; Use of high tech law firms such as Perkins
Coie, Wilson Sonsini, MoFo, Covington & Burling, etc. to conduit bribes to officials. This will never
end unless the public demands laws to prevent all politicians, and their families, from owning ANY
stock market stocks or securities! 



 
There are hundreds of millions of people in America. The same 120 of them are all involved in
operating the same crimes and corruption including: the Sony Pictures corruption; the
Afghanistan rare earth mine scandals operated through The Energy Department political slush
fund that involves the lithium battery cover-ups (headed by Elon Musk); the Big Tech Brotopia
rape, sex trafficking, bribery, exclusionism, racism and misogyny issues they were taught at
Stanford University; The Facebook - Meta - Google - Alphabet - Netflix, et al, coordinated news
manipulation and domestic spying that they engage in; the hiring of Fusion GPS - Black Cube -
Gizmodo/Gawker assassins; the destruction of the housing market by their mass real estate
manipulations; patent theft and industrial espionage; and the bribery of almost every politician all
the way up to the Oval Office. 
 
So, while the categories covered in this investigation may seem diverse. They are connected
through an enterprise of criminality and illicit, coordinated operations. We list, by name, the 120
most complicit individuals organizing these crimes, in the evidence documents already submitted
to the FBI, FINCEN, DOJ, FTC, SEC, FEC, Congress, InterPol and other authorities. Digital financial
tracking of those persons and all of their family members should be assumed to have been under
way for some time. Wire-taps and device taps of those persons and all of their family members
should be assumed to have been under way for some time. 
 
 
 
 
 
S.) THE_SAN_FRANCISCO_CORRUPTION 
 
San Francisco has become increasingly inhospitable to the average person. The median rent for a one-bedroom is
$2,695. A family of four is considered “low-income” if they make less than $97,000. The Target and Walgreen’s
stores have had to operate in “crisis” mode because the crime is so bad in San Francisco that you get robbed in the
aisles while shopping at major retailstores in San Francisco. The STD rates are off-the-scale. It is almost certain
that your car will be broken into or keyed. This place is tough to exist in long-term. It got like this because San
Francisco’s corruption culture is so out of control. 
 
If you think San Francisco’s ills are all due to the technology mobsters, you are mostly correct! 
 
San Franciscans now have an obsession with escaping from San Francisco. This comes from a healthy
heaping of realistic bitterness — bitterness that you won’t be able to stay here, bitterness that you
can’t buy a house and set down roots and bitterness that others, unplagued by inertia, can
recognize these facts and leave.  
 
As San Franciscans, we’ll always be looking over our shoulders at Austin and Portland and Denver, wondering
what life’s like in a more hospitable city where City Hall is not entirely controlled By Twitter, Facebook, Google
and Netflix corporate bribes. 
 
The villains in “The End of the Golden Gate” book are familiar ones. Tech, capitalism, Mayor Ed Lee’s tax laws.
Every writer seems to agree on one front: San Francisco has changed, and in many ways, for the worse. 
 
“The San Francisco I knew and loved has been face-lifted, sleeked, chromed, polished, colonized, homogenized,



and marginalized as a cultural innovative force,” writes Peter Coyote in “San Francisco, For Sale by New
Owners.” “The transformation was accomplished in a smooth, seamless manner by money and addiction to
power.” 
 
“San Francisco,” he writes earlier in the essay, “is too expensive, too monoculturally wealthy. Tech wealth and
privilege have transformed it into a cushy enclave for the heartless.”  
 
Gary Kamiya’s standout essay acknowledges the downsides of this city: “The exorbitant cost of housing, the influx
of tech workers, traffic, crime, dirty streets, and an ever-worsening homeless crisis.” 
 
The Bay Area’s Google, Facebook and Netflix, Tesla executives and VC’s happen to be the organizing, financing
and beneficiary partners in a massive market manipulation scheme. 
 
They formed their “Silicon Valley Cartel” to collude, conspire and organize against the
government, the public and industry in a manner which the tech oligarchs describe in their own
emails as being based on “...the Italian Mafia!”. 
 
Indeed, The Silicon Valley Tech oligarchs have formed a collusion-based, law-violating, tax-evading,
government-manipulating crime empire protected by famous Bay Area politicians, whom they bribe! No cops
seem to be able to stop them. 
 
The Bay Area Solyndra/Silicon Valley Cartel case wasone of the largest corruption matters in
America with roots that ran all the way to the Oval Office. The FBI raid on Solyndra was only the tip
of the iceberg. The matter illuminated an organized crime scheme, in violation of RICO, anti-trust
and other laws, between major public officials, Silicon Valley tech oligarchs and their operatives. 
 
The tech oligarchs beg for you to view them as “Green Advocates” but they lie! They engage in genocide, child
labor slavery and rape farms via corrupt overseas rare earth mining schemes owned by California Senators,
Department of Energy Executives, White House staff and the Silicon Valley tech Cartel. They are actually only
really interested in anything green that has a dollar sign on it. 
 
The Silicon Valley Cartel loves to run everything. In their federal “no poaching” lawsuits: 
Case #’s 11-cv-2509 and 5:2011cv02509 and 1:10-cv-01629 and 1:10-cv-02220; these cases, along with the
“Angelgate” scandal, prove that the Silicon Valley Cartel colludes to harm the public, rig the government and
monopolize industries. 
 
State-sponored “hit-jobs” were ordered, operated and financed by San Francisco government officials in order to
engage in revenge, reprisal and vendetta, against any who speak out about their crimes. 
 
 
 
T.) USING_SOCIAL_MEDIA_SITES_TO_SPY_ON_CITIZENS 
 
They spy on you to manipulate your politics, ideology and intentions and to report you to bill
collectors, tax colletors, investigators and political parties. 
 
Google, Netflix, YouTube, Facebook, etc. exist to mass manipulate populations and run stock
market scams for their sociopath owners. From INSIDE Google, our team saw Google manipulate



the entire internet to hype up Larry Page’s “boyfriend’: Elon Musk and Tesla, which Google execs
owned a portion of, while sabotaging Tesla’s competitors. 
 
Google illicitly and illegally timed these manipulations with stock market pump-and-dump efforts
to exploit insider trading. That is a felony violation of RICO, Antitrust and other laws. Every single
thing that Google does is contrived to harm a competitor, a politician, an employee whistle-blower
or some other business adversary. 
 
There are no “bugs”, “operator errors”, “server anomalies” or other media “accidents” at Google.
Everything Google does is contrived, at a psychological warfare kind of level, to change a social
perception.Google must show its software to FBI, SEC, FTC and our search engine optimisation
experts to prove that they did not engage in these crimes. The fact is: We can prove they did the
crimes and FBI experts can help us prove it! Google is known as the “Nazi’s of the Internet”. 
 
In a case unfolding in Britain over whether Google wrongly demoted price comparison rival
Foundem from its search results in favour of paid-for adverts, Google must now decide which it
values more: the algorithms that rank its search results, or its stance that manually fiddling with
those results to promote its own paid-for products over rivals’ sites doesn’t break competition
laws. 
 
The integrity of Google’s ranking processes relies upon all webmasters or website owners having
the same degree of access to information about Google’s ranking… This will no longer be the case
if information of this kind is made available to some individuals offering commercial services to
assist companies to improve their Search ranking. 
 
Google is a criminal operation. It’s executives have been publicly exposed as participants in
horrific sex scandals, money laundering, political bribery and racism. It is time for the bought and
paid shill politicians to stop protecting them! – Google spies on competitors and steals their
technology – Google runs tens of millions of dollars of defamation attacks against competitors –
Google hides all media and news coverage for competitors of Larry Page’s boyfriend: Elon Musk –
Google lies to the public about what they really do with the public’s data – 
 
Google promotes illegal immigration in order to get cheap labor and control votes – Google runs
VC funding back-lists against start-ups that are competitive – Google bribes thousands of
politicians – Google is a criminal RICO-violating monopoly – Google rigs the stock market with
Flash-boy, Pump/Dump and Microblast SEC violating computer tricks – Google pays bribes to
politicians in Google and YouTube stock – Google manipulates who gets to see what web-sites,
globally, for competitor black-lists – Google has a “no poaching” Silicon Valley jobs blacklist – 
 
Google bosses sexually abuse women and young boys – Google bosses run sex trafficking
operations in the Epstein and NXVIUM cults – Google bosses control the NVCA financing cartel
over start-ups – Google has placed the majority of the corporate staff in at least one White House
– Google controls national elections for anti-competitive purposes – The company “Polyhop”, in
the HOUSE OF CARDS tv show, does all the crimes that Google actually does in reality – Google’s
law firms, like Wilson Sonsini, are corrupt conduits for payola and political conduit-relays – 
 
Google bribes some politicians with revolving door jobs – Google is primarily responsible for
destroying the Bay Area Housing opportunities – Google runs DDoS attacks on competitors by



massively crawling their sites – Google boss Andy Rubin runs a sex slave farm according to his
own family – Google boss Eric Schmidt was a philandering sex-penthouse owner according to vast
news articles – Google executives hire so many hookers that one of them, Mr. Hayes, was killed by
his hooker – 
 
Google executives sexually abuse so many women that the women staff of Google walked out one
day – In the 2009 White House, you could not swing a cat without hitting a Google insider –
Google has paid covert bribes, PAC funds, real estate and search rigging payola to every CA
Senator – Google has paid bribes, through its lobby fronts, to halt FBI, SEC, FEC and FTC
investigations of Google crimes – Google was funded by the CIA, via In-Q-Tel, a so called “501 c3
charity” which was caught with tons of cocaine – Google gets millions of dollars of taxpayer cash
for spying on Americans inside the USA – Google’s map service was a spy system paid for by
taxpayers money that Google now profits off of – 
 
Nancy Pelosi and Dianne Feinstein have promised to “protect” Google because their families profit
off Google stocks – Payment receipts prove that Google and Gawker/Gizmodo exchanged cash
and staff for Character Assassination attacks – Google VC’s and bosses have spent $30M+ rigging
the U.S. Patent Office to protect Google and harm Google competitors – 
 
Google bribed it’s lawyer into position as head of the U.S. Patent office in order to have her
protect Google – To rig insider stock trades, Google hides negative Tesla stories and pumps
positive Tesla stories on “push days” – Google and Elon Musk Co-own, co-invest and co-market
stocks covertly while running anti-trust schemes – Google rarely likes, or hires, black employees
per federal and news media investigations – Google hired most of the Washington, DC K Street
lobby firms and told them to “do what ever they could” – The film: “Miss Sloane” depicts only 2% of
the illicit lobbying tactics Google employs daily – 
 
Demands for an FTC and FBI raid of Google, for criminal activity, securities law and election
felonies have been filed – Google’s David Drummond had his Woodside, CA Quail Road house
bugged revealing sex and financial misdeeds – Google, and it’s Cartel (Alphabet, Youtube, and
hundreds of other shell-company facades) are a criminal organization engaged in felony-class
crimes. Google’s bosses bribe politicians, regulators and law enforcement officials to hold off
prosecution. 
 
At Google: Kent Walker, Andy Rubin, Larry Page, Eric Schmidt, Sergy Brin, Jared Cohen, Yasmin
Green, David Drummond and Ian Fette are so enmeshed in sex scandals, election manipulation,
and White House bribes that it is hard to comprehend how they can get any legitimate work done.
Google executives came from most of the fraternity houses involved in the college rape scandals. 
 
Google sells covert character assassination services to politicians and fellow oligarchs.
Youtube/Google/Alphabet/Deep State are all the same entity. They conspire to hide news about
their corruption and they control most of the internet. 
 
There are hundreds of millions of people in America. The same 120 of them are all involved in
operating the same crimes and corruption including: the Sony Pictures corruption; the
Afghanistan rare earth mine scandals operated through The Energy Department political slush
fund that involves the lithium battery cover-ups (headed by Elon Musk); the Big Tech Brotopia
rape, sex trafficking, bribery, exclusionism, racism and misogyny issues they were taught at



Stanford University; The Facebook – Meta – Google – Alphabet – Netflix, et al, coordinated news
manipulation and domestic spying that they engage in; the hiring of Fusion GPS – Black Cube –
Gizmodo/Gawker assassins; the destruction of the housing market by their mass real estate
manipulations; patent theft and industrial espionage; and the bribery of almost every politician all
the way up to the Oval Office. 
 
So, while the categories covered in this investigation may seem diverse. They are connected
through an enterprise of criminality and illicit, coordinated operations. We list, by name, the 120
most complicit individuals organizing these crimes, in the evidence documents already submitted
to the FBI, FINCEN, DOJ, FTC, SEC, FEC, Congress, InterPol and other authorities. Digital financial
tracking of those persons and all of their family members should be assumed to have been under
way for some time. Wire-taps and device taps of those persons and all of their family members
should be assumed to have been under way for some time. 
 
Twitter, Splunk, Google, Facebook, Netflix, YouTube and the Silicon Valley internet Cartel serve you
custom manipulated content by automatically creating a covert digital dossier on you reflecting
the content consumption preferences they have spied on about you. They continually evolve their
dossier on you in order to steer you towards their ideology and their Democrat political party. At
these companies, “data mining”, “machine learning” and “AI” means computerized propaganda
processing for certain political entities. They began hiring off-shore people (because they would
work so cheap) but most of those people turned out to be Muslim. This created conflicts with the
entire southern part of the United States (which is anti-Muslim) because those workers steered
content to pro-Muslim positions. 
 
Their spy dossier on you uses abstract content-specific features of the consumed content, such as
categories, topic models, and entities, which they automatically extract using natural language
processing by comparing every word you use to a giant computer library of what those words
might mean about your psychology. So it’s like you are getting “mind-raped” without any penis
use. Their assessment of what your words might mean is based on what rich, white male,
$200K/year, DNC-promoting programmers think they might mean. Their computers scale and
expand their tools with algorithmic software created by those politically and socially biased frat
white boys that wrote the code. It is all biased as hell. They never hire blacks or women in system
creation roles so everything these companies do only supports rich white soyboy snowflake type
gamer thinking. 
 
Because their Silicon Valley VC’s told them to spy on billions of people, even for these web giants,
it is impractical to store the entire dynamic history of a user’s interaction features. They, thus, out
of greed, use algorithms that selectively decay information in order to generalize users and
populations. To them, you are just a generalized data point, like cattle on a ranch, to be harvested
and fed upon by Silicon Valley. 
 
 
 
 
 
U.) SILICON_VALLEY_DEATHWATCH 
 
The social horror that ‘Silicon Valley’ became is just a bubble of social abuse waiting to burst. Let’s



count down the days unil it finally implodes. 
 
All Of Silicon Valley needs to be “KILLED OFF” without breaking a single law. They can never be
fixed. 
 
It’s easy to do with one simple, 100% legal, weapon: THE TRUTH! 
 
Said one Bay Area developer: 
 
“These crooks don’t get to buy private jets, sex islands, multiple mansions, throw celebrity parties and
buy hookers with MY money! If they are making big bucks off my technology, I get my percentage of
what they spied on, copied and theived or they get exposed for what they are. I will bring the FBI, DOJ,
CIA, FTC, SEC, FEC, FINCEN, 60 Minutes and Congress, along with my team, to help take them down…” 
 
 

 
 

 
 
PAYBACK IS A BITCH FOR BIG TECH COMPANIES THAT USED THEIR BUSINESS FRONTS TO OPERATE:
BRIBES TO CONGRESS, TAX-EVASION, SEX-TRAFFICKING, PATENT THEFT, ELECTION
MANIPULATION, SHADOW-BANS, EMPLOYEE SEXSTORTION, OFF-SHORE MONEY
LAUNDERING, STOCK MARKET MANIPULATION, BLACKLISTS, MONOPOLIES AND, WORST OF
ALL, HIRED FUSION GPS, BLACK CUBE, IN-Q-TEL AND MEDIA MATTERS TO RUN ILLEGAL HIT-
JOBS ON THEIR COMPETITORS! ISN’T IT INTERESTING THAT EVERY SINGLE ATTACKER HAS LOST
BILLIONS OF DOLLARS IN STOCK VALUATION?    😉 
 



 
 
KARMA? PAY-BACK? HMMMMMM…??? 
 

 
 
 

BREAKING NEWS LINK: HA- HA -HA! THE EXACT SAME COMPANIES THAT STOLE SCOTT'S
STUFF AND THEN VIOLATED HIS ANTI-TRUST PROTECTIONS ARE GETTING NAILED! KARMA -
KARMA- KARMA! TECH VALUES CHOPPED AS PALO ALTO'S CORRUPT MEDIA EMPERORS FOUND
TO HAVE NO CLOTHES (LINK)... 
 
BREAKING NEWS LINK: SILICON VALLEY STOCK SLAUGHTER ( LINK) 
 
BREAKING NEWS LINK: DOW -1300 (LINK) 
 
BREAKING NEWS LINK: TECH COLLAPSE (LINK) 
 
 BREAKING NEWS LINK: How The Sick Pervert Billionaires Boys' Club Came To Dominate The Public
Square And Rig Elections (LINK)... 
 
 
STOCKS DEADLYUGLY AS SILICON VALLEY CARTEL TURNS OUT TO BE ALL HYPE AND NOTHING
OF REAL VALUE...(LINK)  
 
NETFLIX -71% YEAR TO DATE…(LINK)  
 
 

SNAP -50% FACEBOOK -41% UBER -47% AMAZON -35% DISNEY -30% TESLA -33% GOOGLE -21%
(LINKS) 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/global-stocks-markets-dow-update-04-29-2022-11651217787
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/05/04/stock-market-futures-open-to-close-news.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/%5EDJI?p=%5EDJI
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/stocks-bonds-jump-powell-quells-214638927.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/how-a-billionaires-boys-e2-80-99-club-came-to-dominate-the-public-square/ar-AAWNFQV
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/05/08/stock-futures-fall-as-wall-street-looks-to-stabilize-after-rollercoaster-week.html
https://www.cnbc.com/quotes/NFLX
https://www.cnbc.com/quotes/snap
https://www.cnbc.com/quotes/FB
https://www.cnbc.com/quotes/uber
https://www.cnbc.com/quotes/AMZN
https://www.cnbc.com/quotes/DIS
https://www.cnbc.com/quotes/TSLA
https://www.cnbc.com/quotes/googl


THE SILICON VALLEY MAFIA COORDINATE THEIR CRIMES VIA SAND HILL ROAD INSIDERS
AND THAT VIOLATES RICO AND MONOPOLY LAWS!

 
Silicon Valley has had the largest number of Congressional hearings against it, the largest number
of consumer complaints in American history BUT the least number of regulations imposed on it.
Why? You can look no further than the covert ownership of Silicon Valley by elected officials. Our
politicians get paid bribes, by Silicon Valley, to keep the political corruption alive-and-well while
they operate, with impunity, as the biggest threats to society ever manifested. 
 
Politicians protect Silicon Valley and allow them to keep doing crimes! 
 
WHAT CRIMES ARE WE UPSET ABOUT SILICON VALLEY DOING?: 
 
Silicon Valley is producing child suicides, racism, misogyny, child mental health threats,
domestic spying, data harvesting, sex trafficking, election manipulation, tax evasion, Fusion
GPS/Media Matters/ Black Cube hit jobs on competitors, censorship, contrived market
monopolization, intellectual property theft, political bribery and many other crimes! Why?
Because crime pays…for corrupt U.S. Senators! 
 
“EVERY SINGLE ENTITY THAT ATTACKED US HAS LOST A MINIMUM OF A BILLION DOLLARS OF STOCK
MARKET VALUATION OR GONE BANKRUPT….” 
 
YOU CAN KILL ANY CORRUPT ENTITY WITH: “THE TRUTH”! 
 
In the Age of Transparency, also known as The Great Disruption. Many document leaks have taken
place, and more are expected, with particularly shocking data. The public has now become way
moree savvy about information tools. This nexus of factors has created a new reality. 
 
As billionaires and super-corporations become more prolific, their hubris, tone-deafness, and
egotistic excesses seem to increase. 
 
In this new age of equal access to all information, every member of the public now has access to
the same investigation resources that the FBI and CIA have. Over 2000 online service providers



will track down any crime, at any corporation or in any billionaies portfolio. You can, now, easily,
hunt down the hookers, criminal expense accounts, tax evasion shelters, abuse of funds, insider
trading, political bribes, mistresses, and other corporate mis-deeds of each and every executive at
a company. 
 
The lesson to the wise: If you are a cocky billionaire, or corporation, one week; you can now be an
out-of-business corporation, or billionaire, the next week. Be honest, legal and moral and you
won’t get the axe. 
 
 


